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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the influences of primitive vocal delivery on Post-Modern
Theatre. Beginning with a review of the work of three directors: Jerzy Grotowski,
Peter Brook, and Richard Schechner; the thesis moves to a case study of a 1991
production o f Macbeth where primary research is documented. Focusing on the
production of a language based on primitive culture, the theatrical community is
furnished with a vocabulary of sound/communication that may be implemented for

Macbeth's Weird Sisters. Finally, the thesis directs the use of primitive vocal scoring,
like musical transcription, toward a future outlook at similar projects.

m
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The poignant moment of research for this thesis came on one evening,
long before this thesis was even a concept. I had auditioned for a part in Macbeth,
but I was asked, instead, to be the "vocal coach" for the witches. Previously, I had
had experience as a vocal coach for musical comedies, and I had spent thirteen
years as a professional singer, so, my background had commenced from a musical
tradition. But, I was not prepared for the kind of work that would be forthcoming

m. Macbeth. My cast included thirteen women (the number had been expanded to
include more women into the work), and on the first night of rehearsal I found
myself asking them to write down what singing experience they had had, what
vocal part they sang, and my planned warm-ups consisted of conventional choral
scales and tones. As I proceeded with my musical-sanctioned strategy, the looks
on their faces became more and more obscure. Frowns surfaced, puzzlement
appeared, and slowly, fi-om somewhere within my innermost entity, I began to
realize that no traditional musical plan would work in this situation.
Our rehearsal process changed fi’om work with music, into work with group
dynamics, and we explored voice as a way to disclose Macbeth's secret society of
women. Although the lines of Shakespeare's poetry remained vocally intact
throughout the process, experimentation with primitive vocals began to bring
forth the subversive aspects of their characters more completely. What finally
1
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emerged was a newly-developed ensemble that consisted of a group of three
central sisters, each of whom mothered a coven of young recruits. Their enlarged
sound embraced what Shakespeare referred to as "nature's perturbations", and the
primitive elements of their culture came clearly from the witches' voices. What
began as a musical approach to Macbeth's witches unfolded as a divergent
approach to voice, then further expanded to include semiodc accouterments,
instrumental/vocal accompaniment, and an exploration topic for primitive vocal
research.
A fascinating investigation began when I started looking around for others who
had done this sort of work.

By bringing the work of Jerzy Grotowski, Peter

Brook, and Richard Schechner into view, I discovered that I shwed their
frustration with the conventional approach to voice which had become standard in
our Western theatre. In my research, it became apparent that somewhere, during
my lifetime, the Modem Age had matured into the Post-Modern Age, and that I
shared a search for primitive voice with Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner.
This is the foundation for my thesis: I propose to conduct a search for
primitive vocal delivery in Post-Modern Theatre. Beginning with a review of the
work of three directors: Jerzy Grotowski, Peter Brook, and Richard Schechner, I
will expand into a case study of a 1991 production o f Macbeth in which primary
research is documented. Focusing on the production of a language based on
primal responses, I propose to fiimish the theatrical community with a vocabulary
of sound communication that may be implemented for Macbeth's Weird Sisters.
Furthermore, I offer to incorporate standard musical transcribing methodology to
include the translation of these primitive vocals. Finally, I hope to direct the
theatrical artist to continue the search for scripts or the development of scripts that
lend themselves to this kind of enhancement.
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CHAPTER n

REDEFINING THE VOICE

"Words mean more than what is set down on paper. It takes the human voice
to infuse them with deeper meaning." —Maya Angelou—

A round concept of what is traditionally known as voice for the theatre
includes words and their pronunciation, words and their emphasis, projection of
words, and singing of words; the human voice is most often linked to the language
of words. Vocal training frequently concentrates on the techniques that use the
voice to bring out the meanings behind the words. Actors are accustomed to
practicing vocal expression by pronouncing the words from a script in different
ways, thereby experimenting with the emphasis and timing that will instill the
words with their greatest significance. Similarly, projection is a common vocal
system studied by actors; the words are made audible and articulate to a distant
responder. Commonly, textual emphasis and projection are the aspects of voice
most frequently considered by the theatrical artist.
Singing is another system of study for the actor, but singing is an elevated
technique that is usually taught in isolation from the other aspects of voice. I
suggest, that by fusing the voice of singing, the voice of projection, and the voice
of words, a broader definition of voice may be forthcoming. There is a study of
symbiosis beyond language: a body of paralanguage, body-language, movement,
3
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and vocal expression; that when joined to the words, can enhance and further
create meaning behind the words. It is this further aspect of vocal expression that
this thesis addresses.
One early approach to finding this broader definition can be traced to the
theatrical research done in the Post-War years of this century by Alfired Wolfsohn.
Wolfsohn, inspired by his experiences in the trenches in the First World War,
began exhaustive work with voice that refuted conventionality.

K s definition of

voice included an expression of the whole personality rather than a separate
function of language, and his amazing results with vocal range centered around
the use of voice as a tool that brings forth all aspects of an individual. IBs original
work linked the potential psychological growth of the individual to the voice, and
he proposed that in order to release the full potential of inner being, an actor must
release a series of emotional blockages. In order to expand an actor's creativity,
Wolfsohn suggested that human vocal range could be expanded;
Man has elevated the sin against nature to a dogma, the dogma of those strictly
confined, neatly labeled categories: male voice and female, high and low,
child's voice and adult's. In reality, the natural human voice comprises all these
ranges and registers (47).
Further aspects of this broader definition were proposed by Wolfsohn's
successor, Roy Hart, who established the Roy Hart Theatre in Paris. The
ideology of the Roy Hart Theatre redefines the verb "to sing" so that it includes the
individual's willingness to allow himself to use all of his voice, including gurgles,
cries, high, low, loud, soft, shouts and squeaks. Jacqueline Martin's book. Voice in

Modem Theatre, takes account of a 1982 example of the Roy Hart Theatre's
"eight-octave ideal" when she describes Enrique Pardo's solo performance in Hymn
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to Pan: ".. .Enrique Pardo, who explored his voice and body in such a way that
sudden changes from animal to human led the audience into believing that the two
elements were one" (67). Martin's description of the Roy Hart Theatre's work
with voice, demonstates the unification in range ofbeautifirl and ugly sounds which
are most often hidden from the conscious world, and which allows for the
"humanity" of sound, not only the "beauty" of sounds like singing (68).
This humanity of sound—this inclusive kind of sin ^ g , helps to define the vocal
delivery that is meant in the context of this research. But, it is the kind of singing
that includes several definitions. One separate definition of singing assumes
harmonious, musical intonation which, according to this research, is
unsatisfactory. The Western art of singing connotes a highly sophisticated
harmonious sound; it no longer includes the inference of original human sound. It
is as though all the ugliness has been removed from singing, and an elaborate
system of harmonious intonation stands in place of humanity. For Western
culture, singing doesn't usually include ugliness. However, by combining all the
definitions of the verb "to sing," a comprehensive definition emerges: voice is
harmonious and musical tones which also incorporate shrill sounds, chanting,
intoning, celebrating in verse, and giving information and evidence. This is the
broader definition of singing.
A good explanation of how Post-Modern voice incorporates this inclusive
definition of singing, comes from Peter Brook's hypothetical story about the cave
man in his book. The Shifting Point. In the story Brook proposes that singing
originated when early man came out of his cave making noises. There were noises
for fear, love, hate, happiness, and anger. At some unrecorded point, that natural
human expression became a song which was codified and turned into an art form.
Later it yielded great works of musical art, but at some point it became so frozen
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in it's stylization that it's true natural human expression became lost (169).
Although Brook includes this story in an effort to discredit the artificial nature of
operatic singing that is prevalent in Post-Modern Opera, his assertion may be
extended to include voice in all of theatre. Brook claims that opera, specifically,
suffers fi-om a disease known as artificiality; somehow, the original, natural
purpose and form of the human voice has lost its primary purpose and fimction.
He suggests that the greatest challenge now, at this point in our century, it to try
to replace—in the minds of the performers as well as the audiences that the voice
should be natural, not artificial (169). By applying Brook's broad definition of
singing, another aspect of voice used in this research surfaces—primitive voice.
In the hopes of reinvesting the theatrical voice with singing that contains a
broad and unified definition of "putting meaning behind the words", the PostModern change in vocal delivery reintroduces the primitive sound of humanity.
Strangely enough, the search for primitive vocals heralds the coming Space Age;
yet Brook's explanation about the artificial nature of singing that has evolved for
Western culture, along with Wolfsohn's and Hart's amazing results with vocal
range and intonation, compose an illustration of the natural human voice which
has become extinct. Prevailing dissatisfaction with fi-ozen standards of vocal
delivery that were expressed by theatre directors like Peter Brook, and promises
of newly-recovered voices from productions, like those done by the Roy Hart
Theatre, became the catalysts that have sent Post-Modern directors in search of a
primitive, singing voice for the Post-Modern Age.
Martin illustrates this point by quoting Pardo, a solo performer from the Roy
Hart production Hymn to Pan:
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The main purpose o f our production is the liberating and creative energy of
the voice. Through it you get in touch with your own humanity, and your
weaknesses and everything ultimately that creates character and strength,
because the voice creates human beings (67).
The foundations for Post-Modern voice reach back in time to a previous era.
Antonin Artaud is particularly influential to the three directors consulted in this
research. Artaud is perceived by Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner as a revolutionary
and a visionary of the future. Artaud's work in the Modem Age carried through to the
work done by each of the above directors in approaching years; Artaud's theories are
discussed in each of their essays, he is specifically quoted in their written work, and his
influence is directly put into practice in their productions. Each of the directors:
Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner claim Artaud's inheritance. Particularly, the words
used by Artaud that the theatre should affect an audience "like martyrs signaling
through the flames" provides an inspiration to Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner alike.
All three directors reject the claims that Artaud was a madman, and they have set
about trying to put his theories into practical use.
The inherent rebellion in Artaud's theories connect even farther back in time to the
early part of this century where theatre was aimed at social change. For Artaud, a
contemporary of other Modem playwrights, the concurrent theatre of his time wasn't
fulfilling society's need for action. What Artaud wanted was the same thing Ibsen
wanted: an audience moved to action.
Reaching back very far, the possibility that Aristotle's "catharsis" had been frozen
into intellectuality firmly identified Artaud's rebellion. The "Theatre of Cmelty",
(originated by Artaud as a shock-treatment for audiences), became a wake-up call for
Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner. Each in a different way, the above directors
heeded the call to reinvest the theatre with vitality, thereby renewing Aristotle's
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"catharsis" to include not only intellectual stimulation, but physical and sensual
stimulation as well.
In terms of voice, Artaud's influence took life from visual and sensual sounds that
did not include words alone. An Artaudian script consisted of a literary text that was
expanded, and sometimes abandoned to include "signaling through the flames" as a
means of achieving the kind of sensual stimulation that Artaud hoped would incite
audience animation.
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CHAPTER m

FROM ARTAUD TO GROTOWSKI
Jerzy Grotowski's research began before he made connection with the work of
Artaud, but Grotowski’s ideas paralleled the theories of Antonin Artaud, in that both
men promoted a redefining of the classic voice. Artaud made general statements that
forecasted "no more classics", whereas Grotowski specifically promoted liberation of
what he termed the "classic mask". For both Artaud and Grotowski, the vocal work
attended to a removal of the standard use of language and the pretty-sounding
resonance that had become the ultimate model for Modem voice. Identifying Artaud
with the primitive voice, Albert Bermel’s book Artaud's Theatre o f Cruelty defines the
Artaudian vocal tradition which Grotowski similarly approached;
Artaud says that a metaphysical language consists of gestures, signs,
attitudes, stage sets, objects, movements, and a speech pattern of word-sounds
and other sounds—all of it amounting to incantation—will help us find again the
"mystic preference" of which our theatre has lost the original sense because of
its servitude to psychology and "human interest" (21).
The reduction of standard vocal delivery or "classic" voice is also one of
Grotowski's main themes in Towards a Poor Theatre:
Theatre only has meaning if it allows us to transcend our stereotyped vision,
our conventional feelings and customs, our standards of judgment—not just for
the sake of doing so, but so that we may experience what is real and, having
already given up all daily escapes and pretenses, in a state of complete
defenselessness unveil, give, discover ourselves ( 257).
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Noting that Grotowski began his research before he made connection to Artaud,
both men are also-similarly characterized by a search for metaphysics. Whereas
Artaud hoped for a catharsis redefined to include the intellectual, emotional, and
sensual attitude, Grotowski searches for an "encounter" between artist and audience.
Grotowski's Poor Theatre work intends to strip away the mask of conventional
theatre in all of its aspects including sets, lighting, costumes, and textual language in
order to find the ultimate definition of theatre. In Towards a Poor Theatre,
Grotowski explains:
For me, a creator of theatre, the important thing is not the words but what we
do with these words, what gives life to the inanimate words of the text, what
transforms them into "the Word". I will go further: the theatre is an act
engendered by human reactions and impulses, by contacts between people.
This is both a biological and a spiritual act (58).

Whereas Artaud's search for the metaphysical and Grotowski's search for the
ultimate encounter is their point of convergence, it is also their point of divergence.
Grotowski's essay, "He Wasn't Entirely Himself' clearly points out their differences.
First, Grotowski complains that Artaud's proposals are impossible to carry out;
"Artaud left no concrete technique behind him, indicated no method. He left visions,
metaphors" {Towards a Poor Theatre 118). While Grotowski pays homage to
Artaud's attempts to connect, vocally, to the Oriental theatre, he objects to Artaud's
attempts to discover a universally-known language composed of signs because they
would be untransferable to a European culture (122). Furthermore, he differs with
Artaud's perception about breath as divided into masculine, feminine and neuter.
Grotowski calls them misinterpretations of the Oriental texts (122). Grotowski is clear
about his disassociation with Artaud's work.
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Grotowski chooses to compare his work to Artaud's theories on the basis of
therapy, and he agrees heartily with Artaud's endeavor to make theatre a "total act".
Grotowski suggests that the therapeutic aspects of theatre require a total commitment
on the part of the participant. It is this particular point that characterizes all of
Grotowski's vocal exploration. Grotowski proposes the presumption:
This man [Artaud] gave us, in his martyrdom, a shining proof of the theatre as
therapy. I have found two expressions in Artaud which deserve attention. The
first is a reminder that anarchy and chaos (which he needed as a spur for his
own character) should be linked to a sense of order, which he conceived in the
mind, and not as a physical technique. Still, it's worth quoting this phrase for
the sake of Artaud's so-called disciples: 'Cruelty is rigor' ("He Wasn't Entirely
Himself' Towards a Poor Theatre 125).

For Grotowski, any participant in the theatre was expected to perform a vigorous
discipline and a total commitment; tlie addition of voice into the equation of "total
act" required a technique for systematic and practical training which Artaud did not
provide.
As metteur en scene, Grotowski's work with the potential of human sound grew
out of his demand for total commitment and his practice of "via negativa." In the Poor
Theatre laboratory, scenery and lighting, set and props, costume and makeup were all
reduced to what the human being could do without benefit of elaborate trappings and
accouterments. It naturally followed that sound would also be devoid of technical
overkill. Like the other parts of the Poor Theatre, sound included only what the
human body could produce, and incorporated the "total act" model. An extended
human voice became representative of Grotowski's productions.
Particular examples of Grotowski's emerging Poor Theatre approach to an
extended and primitive human voice can be foimd in the eyewitness accounts of
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Ludwig Hazen, literary advisor to Grotowski's Laboratory Theatre in 1964. Flazen's
program notes fcom Akropolis describe the vocal work:
The means of verbal expression have been considerably enlarged because all
means of vocal expression are used, starting from the confused babbling of a
very small child and including the most sophisticated oratorical recitation.
Inarticulate groans, animal roars, tender folksongs, liturgical chants, dialects,
declamation of poetry: everything is there. The sounds are interwoven in a
complex score which brings back fleetingly the memory of all the forms of
language. They are mixed in this new Tower of Babel, in the clash of foreign
people and foreign languages meeting just before their extermination {Towards
a Poor Theatre 77).
Jennifer Kumiega's book. The Theatre o f Grotowski, illustrates a further projection
of the vocal aspects when she quotes one of Grotowski's Norwegian student
assistants, Eugenio Barba, who was part of the Laboratory Theatre from 1962-1964.
Barba's conjecture is that the vocal aspects ofAkropolis are "more than a means of
intellectual communication. Its pure sound is used to bring spontaneous associations
to the spectator's mind (incantation)" (64). Reminiscent of Artaudian sensual
catharsis, Grotowski's work included primitive vocal aspects. A similar illustration is
explained by Flazen when he illustrates, specifically, one section of the Akropolis
production:
One of the prisoners, a female, walks out of the ranks at roll call. Her body
wriggles hysterically; her voice is vulgar, sensuous, and raucous; she expresses
the torments of a self-centered soul. Shifting suddenly to a tone of soft
complaint, she armounces with obvious relish what fete holds in store for the
community. Her monologue is interrupted by the harsh and guttural voices of
the prisoners in the ranks who count themselves. The clipped sounds of the
roll call replace the cawing of crows called for in Wyspianski's text {Towards a
Poor Theatre,lA).
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Further specific description shows the extension of singing and the vocal range used in
this production;
They begin to sing a Christmas hymn to honor the Savior. The singing
becomes louder, turns into an ecstatic lament tom by screams and hysterical
laughter... Suddenly the silence is shattered by the devout litanies of the
Singer, and the crowd answers (75).

Another approach to human voice that Grotowski incorporated into the Laboratory
Theatre productions must be made admissible as evidence to the vocal style that
emanated fi-om the human body, but did not include sound made through the larynx.
Grotowski also incorporated objects, that were conventionally used only as props, as
part of the vocal work. Like instrumentation, props were used as part of the
communication or "voice" of the actors. Flazen's description includes an explanation
o f human voice communicated through objects:
This world of objects represents the musical instruments of the play; the
monotonous cacophony of death and senseless suflfering—metal grating against
metal, clanging of the hammers, creaking of the stovepipes through which
echoes a human voice. A few nails rattled by an inmate evoke the altar bell.
There is only one real musical instrument, a violin. Its leitmotiv is used as a
lyrical and melancholy background to a brutal scene, or as a rhythmical echo of
the guards' whistles and commands. . .We are dealing with a theatre caught in
its embryonic stage, in the middle of the creative process when the awakened
instinct chooses spontaneously the tools of its magic transformation. A living
man, the actor, is the creative force behind it all (76).
The use of the human voice as an agent of nature is described in Eugenio Barba's
description of a subsequent production. Dr. Faustus. Barba's contribution to Towards

a Poor Theatre includes a chapter about the production; he recounts that when
Faustus imitates "a gust of wind, the tumbling of leaves, the noises of the night, the
cries of nocturnal animals," he finds the song of Mephistopheles (82/ In this
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production, Grotowski expands the voice to include the sounds of natural phenomena
and the sounds of animals as well as the singing of humans. This all-encompassing
voice is illustrated by Barba:
The sky then resonates with the Word and in all the comers of the room the
hidden actors, reciting like monks, chant prayers like the Ave Maria and the
Pater Noster. hBdnight sounds. ..the piercing, pitiable shrieks of an animal
caught in a trap...The female Mephistopheles follows humming a sad
march...From the saint's mouth come raucous cries; these inarticulate sounds
are not human...Faustus is no longer a man but a panting animal, an unclaimed,
once-human wreck moaning without dignity (86).

Barba explains that the collage of sounds put forth by the production is meant to lead
the spectator to a meaning without words. Sounds alone are meant to show that
Faustus's victorious and eternal martyrdom in hell where even his dignity is taken from
him (87).
In Artaudian fashion, Grotowski's vocal work included textual enhancement; the
production of Faustus demonstrates how an original text is deconstructed, rearranged,
replaced, and sometimes additional scenes are included. Although Barba cautions that
not one word of the original Quarto of Dr. Faustus was changed, he admits that the
text was rearranged into a montage where the order of scenes was changed, new ones
were created in the process of rehearsal, and some of the orignal ones were omitted
(79). Whenever Grotowski worked with a text, he characteristically reinvented and
expanded the vocal perspective.
As the work of the Laboratory Theatre moved to other projects in the 1960's and
1970's, the vocal characteristics remained intact. A summation of Grotowski's
performance-voice from the Laboratory Theatre years includes the following
attributes: a rearrangement of dialogue and original text, no extemporaneous sound
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except what may be communicated with the human body, instrumentation that includes
props, and the primitive singing-sounds of cries, screams, animal noises and ritualistic
incantation.
Voice Training

One of Grotowski's biggest complaints about Artaudian theories was that Artaud
left no practical advice about how to bring forth the primitive voice. Grotowski, a
director who promoted performance as a "total act," conducted extensive actor
training sessions where he set up a rigorous program of training for the actor. In

Towards a Poor Theatre, he explains the premise for actor training; the liberating of
the conventional vocal "mask" is accomplished by the expansion of vocal resonators
through a rigorous training program that centers on the biological body. Grotowski
promoted that the body came first and the voice would follow.
During the years from 1959-1966, Grotowski cultivated a system of training
developed in conjunction with the Laboratory Theatre and his research into Oriental
theatre. Grotowski sets up the foundations for his vocal methodology in the following
way: The spectator must be sensually penetrated by the vocalist; therefore the
respiration must be effective (147). The beginning of actor training incorporates
exercises adapted from the classical Chinese theatre and methods adopted from Hatha
Yoga which are the techniques used to "control and exploit the biological fimction of
breathing which has become automatic" (148). Grotowski's breathing exercises came
first.
The second phase of vocal training illustrated in Towards a Poor Theatre, concerns
the opening and closing of the larynx. Again promoting Oriental training techniques,
Grotowski's writings criticize what he considers to be bad habits taught in European
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acting schools. Instead of beginning with the teaching of diction, Grotowski worked
extensively toward the correct opening of the larynx so that effective emission of the
air will result.
Thirdly, the resonating cavities inside the body were explored. While Grotowski
portends that there are actually an infinite number of resonators, he concentrated his
efforts on the upper head resonator ( used generally when speaking in a high register);
the chest resonator (put into fimction when using a low register); the nasal resonator
(used when sounding the consonant "n"); the laryngeal resonator (used for sounds that
recall roaring of wild animals, particularly used in Afiican theatre); the occipital
resonator (used for a very high register); a series of other resonators that are often
used unconsciously (like the maxUlary resonator in the back of the jaws), as well as
those found in the abdomen, and central and lower parts of the spine. Grotowski
suggests that "the most fiuitful possibility lies in the use of the entire body as a
resonator" (155). Furthermore, he notes interesting effects that are created when two
resonators are used at once, and he cites Yma Sumac who uses simultaneously the
occipital and laryngeal resonators in her Peruvian songs (155).
The actor's warm-ups that were demonstrated in 1966, during a course given in
Brussels at the "Institute des Arts Spectaculaires", included a whole cycle of
resonating exercises performed in succession. The course taught by Grotowski and his
foremost actor, Ryszard Cieslak, showed a succession of exercises that were meant to
put into effect the different resonators: the head voice, the mouth voice, the occipital
voice, the chest voice, the belly voice, the voice issuing from the shoulder blades, the
small of the back voice and the lumbar region voice.
Further pieces o f the Laboratory Theatre's newly-developed vocal method,
demonstrated finding the natural placement of the voice for each individual actor, and
allowing relaxation exercises to open the larynx to its fullest capacity. By 1966,
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Grotowski had settled on a complete and practical application of what b%an as an
theory about liberating the classic voice.
Most notable for the purposes of this study are the training techniques for
producing unusual sounds through the application of the "vocal imagination"
approach. Grotowskian training enlisted the imagination to push the vocal mechanism
into extraordinary territory. He explains the increased possibilities of human sound in
the following way:
The actor must learn to enrich his vocal faculties by uttering unusual sounds.
An extremely helpful exercise in this respect consists in the imitation of natural
sounds and mechanical noises: the dripping of water, the twittering of birds,
the humming of a motor, etc. First imitate these sounds. Then fit them into a
spoken text in such a way as to awaken the association of the sound you wish
to convey ('colouring' the words) (Tcwards a Poor Theatre, 166).
Experimenting with unusual sounds is a further extension of vocal exercises designed
to liberate the voice fi-om Western conventionality. In the second phase of these
exercises, previous work done with resonators was incorporated into the realm of the
remarkable. Grotowski extends pitch and registers of the resonating cavities into
vocal imagination exercises when he repeats that "the actor should develop the ability
to speak in registers that are not his natural ones—i.e. higher or lower than normal"
(167). Vocal ima^nation exercises incorporated extraordinary sounds that imitate
nature or animals, then Grotowski recommends placing these sounds in extraordinary
registers.
One specific exercise demonstrates the inclusion of body and voice that is used to
bring forth extraordinary qualities. In performing "The Tiger Exercise," the actor
must incorporate into his vocabulary the widest possible range of intonation, nuances.
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and pitch in order to express cat-like mewing. "The Tiger Exercise" fuses the vocal
sounds with body movement of prowling, rolling, and clawing, (Towards a Poor

Theatre 180). Similar exercises illustrate the capabilities of the actor to push body and
voice into unusual ranges.
Other actor-training exercises that are specifically directed toward the voice are
also animal-related, three of which are included in the 1966 course taught by
Grotowski and Cieslak;
Tiger; A roar, prolonged, and continuing in the same intonation and breath.
Snake: A hiss, prolonged, and continuing in the same intonation and breath.
Cow: A moo, prolonged, and continuing in the same intonation and breath
(182).
Imitating animals is one way of reaching the realm of the unconventional or
extraordinary voice. These exercises may be extended by adding attitudes or
intentions to the vocals and, as always suggested by Grotowski, the integration of
body movement should accompany the voice.
Singing is not singled-out for individual treatment in Grotowski's methodology;
singing is not treated as a separate part of training. He does, however, ofier exercises
that place the singing voice inside the body and vocal expression. For example, using
the animal theme, the body and voice are connected in an exercise that uses the actor
as a bull and Grotowski as the buU-fighter. The actor-bull must attack while singing
(183). His explanation includes his foundation: breathing and respiration are
controlled by action; body comes first, and voice follows.
Singing is specifically incorporated into one exercise dedicated to removing the
facial mask that humans show to the world. The exercise is conducted in the following
manner:
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Grotowski; Sing your name....Joseph. Sing Joseph. Evoke this Joseph. Who
is he, this stranger? Go on singing your name—Joseph—asking: Joseph who are
you? What are you? Yes this is the essential Joseph. And now it is this
essential Joseph, his mask, that sings (202).
The desired result of the exercise is a changed and unrecognizable vocal sound that is
meant to embody the voice beneath the classic mask. In this way the underlying or
"real" persona is brought to the surfece through the singing voice.
Throughout his treatise on actor technique, Grotowski repeatedly stresses the
interaction between body and voice. Sound should always be an after-effect of action.
"Furthermore, there is one absolute rule," Grotowski exclaims. " Bodily activity comes
first, and then vocal expression. Most actors work in the opposite order. First you
bang on the table and afterwards you shout!" (183).
When asked about how these exercises may be translated to other producers,
Grotowski points out the personal nature of his work, and the difference between the
aesthetic and the methodological:
Of course in the Theatre Laboratory there are the elements of an aesthetic
which is personal to me and which must not be copied by others, for the result
would be neither authentic nor natural. But we are an institute for research
into the art of the actor. Thanks to this technique, the actor can speak and sing
in a very wide register. That is an objective result. The feet that when
speaking he has no problems with his breathing is also objective. The fact that
he can utilize different types of physical and vocal reactions which are very
difBcult for many people, that again is objective (214).
Whereas it might be unwise to "apply Grotowski" to other works, the methodology of
his physical and vocal training exercises apply to all situations. Certainly the breathing
exercises, the rigorous physical work, and the vocal experiments would support an
actor who is interested in delving into the extraordinary, regardless of where he
intends to take that self-knowledge. What Artaud talked about in visions, Grotowski
managed to put into methodology.
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In sum, the influence o f the vocal exercises developed at the Theatre Laboratory
can be seen in the aesthetic elements of the productions, Akropolis (1962), Dr.

Faustus{\96y), The Constant Prince (1965), and the twelve-year run of Apocalypsis
Cum Figuris which began in 1969. This period of work is characterized by a
metamorphosis of vocal expression that emphasized textual rearrangement of the
spoken word alongside an extended and extraordinary vocal text that was developed in
improvisation. When Grotowski set out to expand the vocal resonators and liberate
the vocal "mask", he unearthed the cry, the shout, the chant, and non-linear texts.
Furthermore, with the application of sound through the actor’s use of props, the
human voice became a resonator for a style of communication that resembled
primitive ritual ceremonies. To any outside spectator, the cries, shouts and in-human
sounds that emanate from the actors in one of Grotowski's Theatre Laboratory
productions might resemble those from tribal culture. Reflecting from work done in
the vocal exercises, what resembles metaphysics is Grotowskian methodology in the
act of harvesting extraordinary communication.

Paratheatrical Projects and Voice

Considering Grotowski's criticism of Artaud's philosophies as being impractical; it
should not be surprising that in the following years, Grotowski experimented with a
methodology for training the audience as well. In the same approach to actor-training,
Grotowski approached spectator-training. I return to one of Grotowski's comments
concerning Artaud in the essay "He Wasn't Entirely Himself': "...Whatever is
imperceptible demands precision" {Towards a Poor Theatre 118). Grotowski's
philosophical study of Artaud nudges upon an underlying principle which is important
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for both men. If theatre is a "total act," then the actor is not the only participant;
Grotowski's words include audience as well:
When Artaud speaks of release and cruelty we feel he's touching a truth we can
verify in another way. We feel that an actor reaches the essence of his vocatio
whenever he commits an act of sincerity, when he unveils himself opens and
gives himself in an extreme, solemn gesture, and does not hold back before any
obstacle set by custom and behavior. And further, when this act of extreme
sincerity is modelled in a living organism, in impulses, a way of breathing, a
rhythm of thought and the circulation of blood, when it is ordered and brought
to consciousness, not dissolving into chaos and formal anarchy—in a word,
when this act accomplished through the theatre is total, then even if it doesn't
protect us from the dark powers, at least it enables us to respond totally, that
is, begin to exist. For each day we only react with half our potential (125).
As Grotowski began studying audience-training, the vocal aspects enlarged to further
identify primitive voice. Maintaining the same goal of inflecting a total audience
response, the theatrical voice expanded further.
The paratheatrical projects of Grotowski's next period involved further encounters
with primitive voice. Using chanting, incantation, and primitive ritual, Grotowski's
research began to concentrate on the search for essential human communication. In
this second phase of research, only selected participants were allowed to act. The

Night Vigil was the first of these invited encounters; The Night Vigil was conducted
regularly for two years in 1976-77, and it included from a few, to a few dozen
participants. Jennifer Kumeiga's book. The Theatre o f Grotowski, records one of the
participants from the paratheatrical project:
Someone gets up, and so do I. Someone else is still beating the rhythm, but
more and more of us are now upright. Nobody speeds up. The beats stop, but
the rhythm continues just the same...there is the almost sotmdless, perpetual
movement of nine shadows. I sense how the waves of rhythm, consisting of
breathing and the rustle of bare feet, gradually sift up to the ceiling...(188).
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In a 1976 interview cited by Kumeiga, Grotowski explains the reason why
participants were selected for the paratheatrical projects. Within the narration can be
found a new-fashioned idea for Grotowski: "active culture." In addition to his former
concepts that included the reduction of the classic mask and the via negativa concept,
the "total act" of theatre now went in search of active spectators. The vocal aspects
documented in the paratheatrical projects are an important part of the search for
Grotowski's "active culture":
Working in theatre, doing performances over many years, step by step we
came closer to this concept of an active individual (the actor) for whom the
idea was not to represent someone else, but to be oneself) to be with someone,
to be in contact, as Stanislavsky called it. One step further and our adventure
with active culture began. Its elements may be reduced to what is most simple:
action, reaction, spontaneity, impulse, song, compatibility, music-making,
rhythm, improvisation, sound, movement, truth, and the dignity of the body
(201).
Notable among the descriptions given are the previous concepts used by Grotowski,
the relationship between body and voice, the improvisational aspects of sound that
lead to the extraordinary, the inclusion of song into the total voice, and the
accompaniment of objects used to further create communication. What is unusual
about these paratheatrical projects in terms of voice, is that the spectators become
participants in the sound as well as the actors.
Kumeiga also records the vocal communication described by Robert Findlay, an
American participant in the 1979 presentation of Tree o f People, which included a
larger group of sixty participants. Findlay's narration shows the way in which the
paratheatrical projects had developed, vocally, to include all dr the participants. He
names the Laboratory members in leadership roles, who established patterns of
physical images and vocalized sounds that the rest were expected to follow (204). The

Tree o f People project lasted seven days and nights, and Findlay describes the
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subsequent progression where the members of the Laboratory Theatre team acquiesce
to the other participants;
I was reminded frequently of the manner in which a jazz ensemble improvises
spontaneously, listening to one another, and playing off one another...That is
not to say that there was necessarily any traditional linear progression or story
line. Rather their form, again using the analogy of the jazz ensemble, was more
like improvised music created not only acoustically in time but kinetically in
space ^um eiga 206).
One further production, the 1981 production of Thanatos Polski shows, perhaps,
the closest resemblance to the early vocal work done in the Theatre Laboratory, and
how it was incorporated into the paratheatrical projects. Kumeiga describes its
structure as being less precise than Apocalypsis Cum Figuris because of its invitation
to those present to enter into the action. Still, according to Kumeiga, it was obviously
conditioned by the presence of the three members of the company:
The whole was composed in a similar way to music, with each interlude
having its own energy, internal rhythm and an associated quality of emotion.
There were contrasting movements of playfulness, sadness, and instances of
totally unexpected dramatic action. . .There was very little text—all of it poetry—
and almost all of the vocal work consisted of singing, chanting or just humming.
There was a poem by a young Wroclaw poet which was sung about halfway
through the action and then again as the final song (210).

The presence of voice contained within Thanatos Polski, retains the vocal
characteristics that were reminiscent of the Poor Theatre work, yet it pushes further
into the realm of the place of voice in ritual. Some intellectual discussion occurs about
the nature of this vocal and physical work; there are those critics, like Bobby C.
Alexander, who maintain that Grotowski's work borders on the religious. Alexander's
book, Victor Turner Revisited: Ritual as Social Change, compares the therapeutic
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nature of Grotowski's paratheatrical projects, which stood alongside the trend in
"encounter groups" and "self-help" seminars in that they attracted participants who
were alienated within their society—those who found something missing in their lives.
Alexander's theory is that by relaxing the borders of alienation that exist in everyday
life, human communitas is allowed to continue on a creative and spiritual level.
Furthermore, Alexander contends that ritual, in Grotowski's paratheatrical projects,
activates the liminal stage between social alienation and transition to a more basic,
satisfying, and therapeutic existence. For Alexander, the liminal aspects of these
projects are examples of a societal replacement of traditional religion. She concludes
that "when the ritual dimensions of the phenomena are highlighted, we are better able
to appreciate their role as ritual and the religious or quasi-religious interest at work in
secular culture" (147-148). Alexander’s criticism demonstrates how Grotowski's
research with vocal communication moves farther into an examination of primitive
cultures and their religious or spiritual aspects.

Theatre of Sources

In the 1980's Grotowski began a research project that enlisted a group of
international professionals in search of finding communication at its most basic. The
name Theatre of Sources refers to a group o f international researchers. In this group,
Grotowski and his team address the fine line between what is cultural or religious
tradition. Jennifer Kumeiga took the following extract fi-om one of Grotowski's talks
at York University in Toronto in 1980:
The group is a very mixed one. At times, we work together as a group. At
other times, only a few of us work together. The rule is that after a certain
length of time, we must each return to our own context to re-contact it. In
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certain particular traditions in the world, it's difficult to know whether we're
dealing with cultural or religious traditions. It's impossible often to separate
the two. In this Tower of Babel, we are conditioned by very different cultural
and religious traditions. And in several cases, two different members don't
even have a single language in common (231).
The vocal work done in this project was aimed at primitive cultures; for example, the
use of Haitians who were expert in the practice of voodoo, the use of Native American
Indian Shamans, and the use of Indians who were skilled in Yoga meditation
demonstrate that Grotowski further expands the voice of ritual. Whereas Grotowski
seemingly gave up the practice of producing theatre, he has nevertheless established a
basis for research into the primitive singing performer.
After closing down the work in Poland, and moving to the Irvine campus of the
University of California, Jerzy Grotowski continued employing the expertise of
"master teachers" from Haiti, Bali, Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. Still reaching toward
the "first" or "primal" response, Grotowski's research involved settling on a
methodology for reaching the "universal," by sifting through movement and voice
traditions from other than Western cultures, then comparing them, and finally
combining similar elements that have meaning to all cultures. Working with an
intercultural group, Grotowski composed a set of nine basic exercises that require
strict precision and discipline, and are accompanied by songs and dances by the
individual performers. Objective drama is the name given to the Irvine research. In
his article, "Grotowski Blazes the Trails; From Objective Drama to Ritual Arts," an
observer, Zbigniew Osinski, relates dance, chant, and trance states as continued areas
of study (95-112). One particular set of exercises known as "The Motions," seeks to
unlock the biological and genetic traditions of universal ritual—those most closely
related to the innate forms of expression that initiate from the human brain. In the
1990's, Grotowski took the scientific route to primitive voice. Still engaged in
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employing a disciplined method for theatrical training, and still without an audience of
spectators, Grotowski's latest research attempts to join science and ritual.
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CHAPTER IV
FROM ARTAUD TO BROOK

Peter Brook is another director who examined Artaud's theories and who
experimented with implementing them. During his term as director for the Royal
Shakespeare Company, Brook established a group named after Artaud's theatre; The
Theatre of Cruelty. Brook's group aimed directly at researching some of Artaud's
theories. Brook was especially interested in bringing forth the voice that revitalized
what he terms "dead theatre". In his 1968 book. The Empty Space, he praises Artaud's
imagination and intuition; Brook proposes that theatre should react on the senses as
well as the intellect. He proposes a "holy theatre" that rejects what theatre had
become; a place where ritual ceremony had been watered-down to a point where it no
longer carried essential meaning (42-64). Brook expresses a need to return to
essentials in theatre; from Artaud he gained inspiration that led him in search of a
theatre where the spiritual human reality is allowed to come forth. In those early years
of his research. Brook maps out his future experiments with the English language; he
proposes a search for "a language of actions, a language of sounds—a language of
word-as-part-of movement, of word-as-lie, word-as-parody or word-as-rubbish of
word-as- contradiction, of word-shock or word-cry?" (49). In the 1960's, Brook
instituted a group in honor of Artaud, the Theatre of Cruelty. The group set out to
investigate communication at its most essential.
In The Empty Space Brook describes the beginnings of his research in vocal
communication as bom in silence;
27
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We set an actor in front o f us, asked him to imagine a dramatic situation that
did not involve any physical movement, then we all tried to understand what
state he was in
The next stage was to discover what was the very least he
needed before understanding could be reached: was it a sound, a movement, a
rhythm—and were these interchangeable—or had each its special strengths and
limitations? So we worked by imposing drastic conditions. An actor must
communicate an idea—the start must always be a thought or a wish that he has
to project—but he has only, say, one finger, one tone o f voice, a cry, or the
capacity to whistle at his disposal (50).
Similarly he describes another exercise;
An actor sits at one end o f the room, facing the wall. At the other end another
actor, looking at the first one's back, not allowed to move. The second actor
must make the first one obey him. As the first one has his back turned, the
second has no way of communicating his wishes except through sounds, for he
is allowed no words... With this exercise, many times we also observed an
equally phenomenal result; a long silence, great concentration, one actor
running experimentally through a range of hisses or gurgles until suddenly the
other actor stood and quite confidently executed the movement the first one
had in mind (50).
Beginning at a point of silence. Brook's actors bring forth sound that comes from their
deepest need to communicate. From the above descriptions, the sounds of hissing,
gurgling, crying, are part o f "essential" communication. The concept of "deepest need"
is an echo of an Artaudian phrase that Grotowski and Brook refer to; "Actors should
be like martyrs burnt alive, still signalling to us from their stakes" (Grotowski

Towards A Poor Theatre 125; Brook The Empty Space 51). Brook continues this
work further.
Brook's chapter, "The Holy Theatre" further documents research with wordless
languages. The experiments in this part of the research yield the following
conclusions from Peter Brook; it is through great concentration, will, use of
emotional reserves, courage, clear thought, and the need to mint a new "form" of
communication, that the act of shared energy can transform chaos to ultimate meaning
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(51). Language can be newly created even without words; in feet, language-created is
preferable because it is bom from essential need.
Going further, the Theatre of Cruelty under Brook's direction also experimented
with ritual in the sense of repetitive patterns. Using the relationship between audience
and actor, the ritual aspects were used to try to communicate essential meaning
without logical progression; they used repetition as a way of trying to tap into the
subliminal aspects of essential meaning (52).
Brook protests that Artaud should not be "applied" to a work or performance;
the search for essential meaning must begin anew with each experience. But Brook
believes that somewhere within Artaud's writings is the key to what Brook calls the
Holy Theatre—a place where a greater reality can be found. Similar to Grotowski's
work. Brook's work with the Royal Shakespeare Company in the Theatre of Cruelty
Season (1964), reduces language to its most basic: attempted thought transferred
through sound and rhythm.
Vocalization of this type can be seen in Brook's 1965 production of Oedipus.
Jacqueline Martin's book. Voice in Modem Theatre, describes the vocals of this
rewritten Senecan tragedy as speeches that were "patterned on Maori chants delivered
in depersonalized monotones" (78). Martin further relates the ritualistic aspects of the
production as "stylized emotional effects that were achieved by strong and irregular
rhythms of breathing derived from recordings of a witchdoctor in a trance"(78).
Martin continues to outline the production's "holy" vocals by describing how John
Gielgud's speeches included accompaniment from the chorus, who were placed around
the spectators, repeating the words to create echoing chants. One clear example
points out that alongside the spoken description of the plague, the chorus
accompanied with rapid rhythmic panting and chest-beating (79). Clearly, the
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primitive, ritualistic aspects of the vocal work done in research with the Theatre of
Cruelty are evident in the production of Oedipus in 1965.
Martin also cites two further productions that lend credence to the vocal
experiments conducted by Brook. Martin's portrait of the productions of C/S (1966),
and The Tempest (1968), enunciate Artaudian theories; Martin claims that US was an
experimental theatrical piece which used a vocal flin-language assigned to woo and
annoy the audience through its aim of articulating world-wide political tragedy (79).
Similarly, she contends that the film version of The Tempest shows clearly how the
traditional space between actor and audience is altered, as well as the attempt to shock
the audience with a text that was reduced to a few words that were often delivered in a
dehumanized chant. Martin refers to this kind of vocal as the use of Artaudian
tradition which includes non-comprehensible language and shock-tactics that are
meant to bring the audience out of a state of dazed pity into a discovery of the
primitive nature of man who exists beneath civilization and uses language as a tool of
oppression and exploitation (79). Two of Brook's productions demonstrate the
research done with essential communication.
Further reports about voice can be found in an eye-witness account of the
rehearsal period preparatory to the 1970 production of Peter Brook's Midsummer

Night's Dream. David Selboume methodically recreates the rehearsal period of this
production in his book. The Making o f a Midsummer Night's Dream. Published ten
years after the production, Selboume's account demonstrates Brook's search for
essential communication in rhythm and sound. Opening remarks by Brook to the
actors are narrated by Selboume; Brook speaks to the actors about the play's internal
rhythm, about a human's internal rhythm, and about the quest for sound that comes
upon the deepest impulses of being (13). When asked about whether fairies would be
used for the production. Brook replied to the actors that feiries would not be
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used...only sound and choral voices. Brook's early experiments with "song-speech" in
the most rhythmic of passages and his explanation to the actors of the "lyrical"
passages within the text seem to point in the direction of ceremonial ritual rather than
traditional voice that centers on Shakespeare's words. Selboume describes one of
Brook's exercises toward the pre-verbal;
The whole company sat in a circle. Brook asked them to close their ^ es,
sitting close but not touching, and to communicate with each other by sound.
They...were to 'wait in total silence', until they could 'produce a deep inner
sound, a vibration, in the solar plexus'. This sound was heard, just after about
half-a-minute, though it was impossible to say who was doing it, whether it
was done in calculation or from a deeper impulse, and for whose satisfaction.
Then, in what appeared to be—among some of the cast—a rapidly induced state
of trance, others began to 'answer'. The sound was a low one, borborygmic,
more like a movement of the bowels than a Socratic discourse (31).
Pre-verbal sound and rhythm are the catalysts that produced primitive voice in the
early rehearsal period o îMidsummer Night’s Brecon.
That is not to say, however, that Brook deconstmcts or changes the traditional
text. In the final production. Brook remains close to the original words. Rather than
changing the text. Brook uses the vocal experiments conducted in rehearsal to
"colour" the essential communication of the text. From initial work with primitive
ritual, Selboume describes how line readings are somehow enhanced by the earlier
exercises. Moving farther from line readings, the next step expected the actors to find
their own way of expressing vowels, syllables, lines or words. They were encouraged
to heighten and intone spoken parts, and the song-speaking style was put forth in
several places. Selboume narrates a rehearsal in which a choms of voices mingle with
Puck's line "I am that merry wanderer of the night." Accompanying Puck's is the
sound of whispering, coughing, laughing, sneezing, echoing, repeating, illustrating
and counterpointing his singing (33). Essential communication in the production of
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Midsummer Night's Dream included vocal enhancement of the text. While Brook did
not strip away the language of Shakespeare, he proposed, instead, to add to its
influence.

International Centre

Brook's first encounter with anthropology became founded, when the International
Centre for Theatre Research was bom out of a 1969 workshop with Jean-Louis
Barrault and the Theatre des Nations. The workshop mushroomed into a complete
experiment, which Brook contends was not aimed toward an acting school for
virtuosi, but was meant for a convergence of culture that studied the stmcture of basic
human sound. Theoretically speaking. Brook shifts his focus in a different direction,
proposing that a new creative situation arises when culture is eliminated. Ms book.

The Shifting Point, recalls the process of universal invention, when "stripped of his
ethnic marmerisms a Japanese becomes more Japanese, an AJfrican more Afiican, and a
point is reached where forms of behavior and expression are no longer predictable"
(106). This unpredictability allows for a new form to emerge, where "people of all
origins create together, and what they create takes on a color of its own" (106).
Brook's explanation of the new, creative possibilities that bring together people of
different cultures, forms the foundation for the ensuing character of voice in his
productions. He, like Grotowski, begins by testing the union of voice and body.
Similar to Grotowski's laboratory work. Brook's account of the research at the
International Centre involved a synthesis of voice and body. The description rings of
Grotowskian integrity; however. Brook's work is expanded to include not only one
culture (like Grotowski's Polish culture), but many cultures. In both cases,
nonetheless, the stripping away of culture seeks to uncover a precultural voice that is
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common to all humans. The search for truth, according to Brook, requires the same
elements as Grotowski's search for unleashing the classic mask: concentration,
sincerity, and creativity. In The Shifting Point, Brook explains the effort required in
the following passage:
Any preparation we do is only part of the complete preparation. The body
must be ready and sensitive, but that isn't all. The voice has to be open and
free. The emotions have to be open and free. The intelligence has to be quick.
All these have to be prepared. There are crude vibrations that can come
through very easily and fine ones that come through only with difficulty. In
each cast the life we are looking for means breaking open a series of habits. A
habit of speaking; maybe a habit made by an entire language. A mixture of
people with lots of habits and without even a common language have come
together to work (107).
Brook's approach to international research parallels Grotowski's liberation of the
classic mask. In the case of Brook, however, liberation of the classic mask includes,
specifically, the liberation of the performer's culture.
In The Shifting Point, Brook demonstrates how one portion of the vocal research
was conducted. Using a passage of ancient Greek language, the researcher confronts
the actor with a long series of letters, undivided into words, just as it would appear in
the original Greek manuscript:
"ELELEUELELEUUPOMAUSFAKELOSKAIFREENOPEGEIS..." (109). The
research brings evidence to Brook's suggestion that the actor, using his own scientific
deciphering tool of emotional-apprehension-of truth, can approach the hidden rhythms
in the letters and using his latent emotional force, can eventually "play the words with
a deeper and richer sense of meaning than if he had known what they were meant to
say" ( 108). Language experiments like these done in the International Centre for
Theatre Research led to the production of Orghast in 1971.
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Enlisting his former collaborator, Ted Hughes, who had been the link between
language and script for the production of Oedipus, Brook's production of Orghast was
a vocal accomplishment. Brook's description of the work speaks abstractly when he
relates Ted Hughes's creation of "first of all roots of language and then what he
described as 'great blocks of sound' " (109). Jacqueline Martin's description is more
concrete; Martin cites one of the Orghast collaborators, Richard Peaslee, who is an
American composer. Martin's account of the vocal work done in Orghast reports that
sound became abstract; a language of over 2000 words was created with semantic
meanings; and many of the words were developed fi-om onomatopoeic creations of
physiological states (80). Martin notes, however unfortunately, that although the
sound-words were meant to give the listener an organic experience where language
affected the audience magically, many of the audience members were bewildered by
the lack of intellectual clarification (80). Again, with Artaudian echoes, Peter Brook's
production of Orghast, concentrates on the organic qualities of voice meant to affect
an audience sensual response.
Incorporated into the production of Orghast were parts of an ancient language
known as Avesta. Originally researched by a Persian scholar, Majin Tojaddod, the
Avesta language carries corresponding sound and meaning.

Peter Brook seems most

inspired by what he believed was achieved by the production, Orghast, in its
realization of the original intentions of the Centre for International Theatre Research.
By way of explanation. Brook carefully describes the ancient ceremonial ritual and
sacred language as one that carries within the letters an indication of how the sounds
are to be produced. KBs point of view is expressed in The Shifting Point, where he
proposes that when the indications in the letters are followed by the speaker, the
deeper sense of the sound appears: " In listening to Avesta, it never happens that one
wants to know 'what it means'... But as spoken, Avesta is meaningful directly in
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relation to the quality made by the act of speaking" (110). Concerning the ritualistic
and ceremonial aspects of the Avesta language. Brook's "holy theatre" becomes part of

Orghast, and the incorporation of an ancient sound/meaning language into Brook's
repertoire of research, defines a theatrical, vocal expression that encloses vibration,
music, concept, gesture, and sound.
From this point. Brook's work shifted again. Instead of bringing a diversity of
cultures to the International Centre for Theatre Research, Brook took his research
into the diversity of anthropology. Still searching for a universal voice. Brook took a
group from the Centre into the field. Using the touring productions, A Conference o f

Birds, and The Ik, as a point of orientation, the research fiirther explored the
characteristics of universal communication. Brook's intention was to find out if
audiences in Afiican villages, in San Diego ghettos, in Parisian deaf schools, in
Australian Aboriginal humpies, and on Native American Reservations in Mrmesota,
could comprehend sounds and semantics that were not native to their own language.
While the group worked in the field, the research continued to explore the
exchange of cultural universals. In their contact with ceremonies, rituals, and singing,
the group experimented with finding vocal expression that translated to each other
without the benefit of semantics. The Shifting Point notes that points of exchange
were found in sound;
We would, for instance, produce certain sounds that we'd made in exercise, not
because they're in our tradition, but because in searching to discover how the
human voice can vibrate in a manner that matches a certain emotional
experience, one finds certain sounds. Now we found that those sounds made
by our group and the sounds made by Africans in some of their singing were
the same (123).
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The harvest of research done in the field experiments became the beginning of Brook’s
epic production based on an ancient Indian text, the Mahabharala. Recognizing the
difference between the culture o f the original text and the universal culture that the
play was intended for. Brook's production consummated the vocal research of the
past. The interculturalistic approach became a path to finding a universal voice in the
late 1980's.

The Mahabharata

The Mahabharata was a touring production that played to a world-wide audience.
The cast was composed of an international group of actors whose vocal delivery was
aimed at universal understanding. Initially adapted into French by Jean-Claude
Carrière, the production language was later translated to English by Brook. The

Mahabharata contains three types of voice that are particularly noteworthy for this
study: the simplification of language used in this production, the multicultural
universality of sound, and two aspects of music. Because the use of an international
group of actors posed certain problems to the production, the question of
simplification of language became foremost.
The first type of voice used in The Mahabharata which characterizes Brook's
culmination of vocal expression required a simple language. In terms of semantics,
Jean-Claude Carrière attempted to write in the French language without writing a
French play. He rejected any archaic. Middle-aged, European language styles, that
date from the time of HasMahabharata, because they carry cormotations and images
that would not be appropriate. The word "kshatrya," for example, which is the name
for a caste in ancient India, could not coincide with "knight," or "noble," or "warrior."
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Also, a slangy, casual, post-modem language would not be appropriate; nor would a
French classic or neoclassical style express the kind of voice that Carrière and Brook
wanted to use. Carrière reports on the simplified style of language that was finally
chosen:
So we settled on a simple, precise, restrained language which gave us the
means to oppose or juxtapose words which ordinarily are never used
together ...I had to open my language to rhythms and images of Asia without
being caught in the other trap, the opposite one, of merely providing local
colour or the picturesque (64).
Carrière describes the unusual juxtaposition of words as another aspect of languagevocabulary chosen for The Mahabharata. In an interview with Georges Banu,
Carrière further describes his lengthy process of language choice:
Once all of these categories have been eliminated (as well as modem language
which goes without saying), you’re left with a very simple vocabulary. You
rediscover words which have not diminished in force at all: 'heart', 'blood',
'death'—three very simple words which are fundamental to the play. By taking
these three words and about twenty-five others (for example, 'dechire', —'tom'
which I really like), and linking them with unusual adjectives that I've often
found in the marmered vocabulary of the seventeenth-century Baroque poets
(that is where French language, more archaic and not yet coded by classicism,
is the most interesting), one discovers quite surprisingly and forceful
associations. For example, one character in the play says, "'If in the depths of
your heart you desire defeat...'- coeur profond' is unusual without being
artificial (66).
Simplified language style characterized the voice for the production and allowed
Carrière the opportunity of juxtaposing unusual adjectives to enhance the semantics.
The second type of vocal delivery in The Mahabharata is characterized by the
polyphony of voices that approach a universal sound. The vocal performances of the
actors were a unique combination of the actor’s native tongue, (eliminated of any
cultural archetypes or stereotypes and reduced to its most basic), and the performance
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language (French or English). This vocal style added further dimension to the vocal
performance. Because the actor was not speaking in his native language, the voice
took on a quality that might be described as singjng. One of the actors explained the
process of rehearsal that produced the vocal style for the production.
Yoshi Oida, describes the rehearsal training for actors as a process of vocally and
physically eliminating any special cultural identity. Furthermore, Oida specifically
describes the vocal exercises that were practiced •wdth the musicians under Toshi
Tsuchitori's direction. Oida reports that Aboriginal and American Indian chants and
cries were placed alongside elaborate rhythm exercises meant to teach the actors how
to mobilize each part of the body spontaneously and in a unified way (112). Oida
relates the similarity of these exercises to the ones fi-om the previous production of

Orghast:
The work on Orghast in 1971 enabled us to understand that there are three
aspects of language and delivery. First, muscularity; second, the exchange of
information; and third, the magical energy at the heart of something like a
mantra. When I speak in my mother tongue, I sometimes forget its musicality
and energy. In a foreign language, on the other hand, I pay much more
attention to these two aspects (112).
Brook's work with the actors in rehearsal, points directly to his previous research with
a universal voice. The Brookian voice for The Mahabharata, then, may be
characterized by cultural elimination, language that is simplified to what can be
expressed and understood universally, and the liberation of a musical quality in the
voice. Looking all the way back to Midsummer Night’s Dream, Brook's concept of
vocal musicality stands firmly in The Mahabharata.
Not all critics agree, however, that the vocal style of The Mahabharata is a
universal, harmonic voice. Brook is criticized by one Indian theatre practitioner and
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scholar, Rustom Bharucha. In the first place, Bharucha feels that Brook's attempts to
Westernize or Christianize the Mndu epic into any of the Western languages, creates a
disharmony or tension between cultures rather than a harmonious universal sound.
Secondly, Bharucha complains of the polyphony of accents, tones, and timbres where
the enforced use of the performance language is an unfortunate homogenization. He
contends that "their voices are reduced to accents, almost incomprehensible at times,
which distract attention fi-om their presence on stage" (246). Critical dialogue doesn't
necessarily agree that the musical voice of The Mahabharata is harmonious. What
Brook puts forth as a universal harmonious sound, some others say is unintelligibility.
On the other hand, this polyphony of multicultural sound provides a further
dimension to the voice projected as The Mahabharala When Brook mixes sixteen
voices who are not speaking in their native tongues, the result is a further dimension of
the text, and an extension of the voice to include all cultures. For one critic, \rijay
Mishra, Brook's use "of many races and accents, this 'cacophony', may be read either
as a sign of Mahabharata's universality or, more accurately, as an addition to the text"
(204). Theoretically, the " multiplicity of voices adds both a new Mahabharata text to
the canon, as well as extending the sense of'sounds' and 'voices' which make up any
open-air theatre in India" (204). Polyphony or cacophony is a voice reminiscent of the
world—the Tower o f Babel, Grotowski would call it. Multicultural voices that extend
toward Brook's vision of universality add fiirther utterance to the Indian epic text.
The third type of voice used in The Mahabharala production is evident in the
music. With a rationale similar to the one used in Brook's previous production of

Carmen, The Mahabharata incorporates music as an integral part of the text. The
1981 production of Carmen revealed Brook's application of music into theatre; he re
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formatted the typical operatic style to offer a more naturalistic style of movement and
voice. Also, he rejected spectacular scenic effects and produced, instead, a bare stage
devoid of scenic devices. Furthermore, he reduced the operatic orchestra to a few
musicians, shortened the distance between singers and audience, and eliminated a
sizeable cast. Brook used only four actors in Carmen, he simplified the text to focus
more intimately on the problem. In a similar way, music is an intimate focus in The

Mahabharata. Not produced in isolation, music shapes and develops the voice of the
text, and it carries a third type of voice into the production. Not only is Brook
predisposed to the musical qualities of spoken language, he is also prone to view
music as part of the whole. In a fashion similar to his production of Carmen, Brook
shapes the voice of The Mahabharata to embody music.
Toshi Tsuchitori, the musical expert for The Mahabharata, incorporated music in
two ways: first, music was used as organic accompaniment to the text, and second,
music became a voice for itself. Expanding the vocal instrument to reach toward all
its capabilities; Tsuchitori added a musical voice to instigate the action, underline the
action, flavor the action, and to comment on it as well. He explains his intention in an
interview with Georges Banu:
The relationship that exists between music and dramatic action in The
Mahabharata is one based upon sensitivity. There is a fundamental difference
between using pre-recorded music and live musicians. The relationship is no
longer between human being and material, but between human being and
human being. And an interpersonal relationship is fundamental to our working
practice (76).
Not only does Tsuchitori propose interrelationship between actor and audience, his
work also interrelates musician and actor. Ms collaboration with four other
international musicians implemented a kind of organic, musical, interrelationship that
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produced not only a "sensitivity" between the dramatic action and the actors, but
also produced musicians that were synthesized into the action as well. Tsuchitori
explains that they truly play with the actors and the action, and that they are vitally
related to the dramatic action (78). In the same Georges Banu interview, Peter Brook
elaborates on the role o f music in The Mahabharata:
In the theatre, one caimot limit oneself to seeing only the actors' work, or the
dramatic action, or indeed the music. A performance is an energy, functioning
within and redefining silence as well as space. A movement in space is affected
and determined by numerous elements all of which give rise to different
sorts of dynamic and mobility. Music is an integral part of such movement
(78).
Tsuchitori's consultant, Vincent Dehoux, explains that through the process of
"bricolage,' the voice of music for The Mahabharata required a search through all
traditional forms of music around the world. They were not looking for a particular
voice, instead they searched for a kind o f universal voice, or 'primary music.' Dehoux
reports that they " were on the look out for original sound qualities, irrespective of
structure and above all of an initial categorization of'rough' and original sound
combinations" (81). By trying to reproduce the musical fi-agments that they had
gathered, a second phase of the work became manipulation. They manipulated the
fi-agments into patterns and sequences, and shaped them into a collective dialogue that
included each musician. Incorporated into voice were the instruments chosen fi-om a
group of primitive instruments located in the worldwide search; notable among the
choice of instrumentation were the Australian Aboriginal Didgeridoo, the Hawaiian
conch, drums of different styles, invented instruments,and the Indian Nagaswaram.
Further shaped by a series of workshops with Indian musicians that included,
specifically, the techniques required to play the Nagaswaram, and additional work
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with the Indian violinist, L. Subramaniam, the musicians achieved what they hoped
would be considered an Indian aesthetic, not an Indian musical reproduction. In
collaborative rehearsals, the musician's training included an actor’s discipline.
Movement and vocal work included the techniques for learning certain instruments.
The final stage of the work with musical voice merged musicians and actors. As an
integral part of the production, the musician/actors are incorporated into the action. In
his thorough descriptive analysis of the performance, David W^iams details the voice
and movement of the musicians. One example comes fi'om the forest scene portraying
Pandu's love for Madri:
The five musicians, visible to one side throughout, participate fiilly, as in so
much Asian theatre—sustaining the narrative, punctuating the evolving
dynamic, observing the actors' work closely. The relationship
between them and the performers is fluid and organic. They also provide a
further level of focus, observing and responding with us, extending the circle of
complicity and shared invention (125).
Another excerpt shows the connection between instrumentation and action, and it
demonstrates the actor/musician integration. In the scene where Parashurama, the
Brahmin hermit, is pursued by Kama, a singing actor is joined by Toshi Tsuchitori,
who hovers above the actors playing a didgeridoo:
A Japanese, face hidden in his sw in ^g hair, carries and plays a sacred
Aboriginal instrument as if it were organically part of him; a bizarre polysémie
image, the collision of discourses in this configuration curiously satisfying. The
didgeridoo is employed throughout to introduce a textural 'otherness' a
transcendent quality. Interestingly, it finds a place quite naturally in this
elemental world, any precise textual\cultural reference insulated (146-147).
Also, in one of the final sections of the play known as "The War," David \^filliams
outlines how the musicians surround the audience with fanfares from Southern Indian
homs, while Tsuchitori (dressed in military style) pounds on a drum placed center
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stage. A^Uiams summarizes that "for most of The War,’the percussive undercurrent
is constant, a concussing barrage that locates the changing dynamic, supports the
narrative thrust and feeds tension" (159). Together, these examples demonstrate
Brook's extension of voice that includes instrumentation and integration.

Conclusions

I conclude that music in The Mahahhccrata is more than music. To say that it is an
undercurrent or an accompaniment only, suggests that it is secondary to the action.
But I maintain that music is voice in this production—a third dimension to the spoken
dialogue. It functions like the voice of the Greek chorus, it adds to the spectacle, it
underlines the action, but it also comments on the action, gives advise to the audience
about how they should respond, and symbolically represents an on-stage polyphony
that is present in the theatre audience. To this end, I suggest that Brook's use of music
in this production echoes opera, where music and voice are merged with action,
where music adds a different level of perspective, and where the Artaudian prospects
of catharsis are reached for the audience through its on-stage, vocalNmusical
representative. The musical voice, like the one portrayed in The Mahabharata, is
Artaud's "signaling through the flames," reaching the audience on a plane that cannot
be expressed in language, and placing them within the action. It pulls from the
audience a kind of response that is mystical and unexplainable and draws them into the
sequence as something more than just spectators. A review of the words used to
describe voice in this production is as follows: universal, primary, primitive,
international, organic; these words attempt to capture the human spirit in sound. An
expanded definition of voice now includes music as its 'otherness.' Primitive voice
includes instrumentation that speaks in a language beyond words.
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Brook's productions over a course of years are seemingly eclectic; they are a
potpourri of theatre that expresses itself in different directions. His resume includes
Shakespeare, International Theatre, anthropological field research, invented scripts and
productions, films, happenings, and epic performances. A detailed record of work
demonstrates the way that his Post-Modern productions move gradually to a
recognition of a style that characterizes him as an anthropological researcher, a
director who rejects the traditional script for a more evolutionary performance
technique. Actors and other participants in the research begin a path that has no
destination. Together they sift through voice, meaning, and movement until a form
emerges. Sometimes a text is used as a guideline, but often it is not. Brook
recognizes that his work has changed since the 1960's, but like Grotowski, he
maintains that the world of the theatre is a void waiting to be filled by the most
important of theatrical accouterments, the human being. Technical virtuosity is
secondary in Brook's work, and the human body and voice are superior. In a 1993
interview published in American Theatre, Brook reflects that he has "come to believe
that the strongest, richest instrument is the human being. It is the true instrument"
(23). Through the years, Peter Brook has adopted a performance-evolutionary style
that is similar to the work of Grotowski, and further reaches toward the Artaudian
ideas about audiences who, after seeing a theatrical performance, return to the world
as changed people.
By using the human instrument (movement and voice) and its extension (song and
instrumentation). Brook seeks to reinstate theatre to a functional part of society;
Brook's shifting point came when he began to search for the universal human in every
culture, and use it to influence a society where he saw theatrical technology pushing
toward a "dead theatre." Brook is seeking liberation from everyday banality with his
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concept of the "holy theatre." In the 1993 interview. Brook returns to his general
purpose that has remained intact throughout his career.
If the theatre, in the form of tragedy or any other form, liberates the audience,
even for a few hours, from the burdens it drags around; if the theatre manages
to make the audience breathe for a few hours and confront not only the
contradictions of life but also the continuum or horrors; if the theatre shows as
a reality all the other infinite possibilities and all the possible dangers of life—if
the theatre can transmit these experiences, then it helps people to live their
lives in a better way...This is the function society needs (23).
Taking into account Brook's desire for a meaningful theatre, and specifically pointing
out the voice that characterizes his productions we find three elements of voice that
are Brookian; first, that the primary instrument is the human body and its capacity for
sound, second, that language is a tool that may be used for discovering underlying
universal meaning, and third, that music inspires an alternative elevation of the voice.
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CHAPTER V

FROM ARTAUD TO SCHECHNER

Richard Schechner initiated his career with the Performance Group in 1967, when
he founded the company and began his work with Environmental Theatre. Like
Artaud, he was concerned with audience/performance relationship. His attempt to
surround the performance with the audience—even to place audience members inside
the mise en scene and encourage them to participate in the performance shows a
similarity to Artaud's attempts to forge a temporary community out of a group of
spectators. Schechner's work with ritual aspects of drama are proposed endeavors to
reconfigure a loss in Postmodern commercial drama, by focusing on the nerves and
senses, rather than the intellect. His work with mythological topics echoes Artaud;
Schechner attempts to test Artaud's proposition that society transposes its individual
dreams into collective dreams which become the allegories of all men. A further
similarity appears in that Schechner offers a style of cruelty in his direction with the
Performance Group; the spectator is made to subject his senses to man's taste for
violence, erotic obsessions, savagery, ritual, and even symbolic cannibalism. A self
acclaimed follower o f Grotowski, and a contemporary of Brook, Schechner's years
with the Performance Group yielded productions rich in an Artaudian tradition.
From a oral perspective, Schechner's method supplies the theatrical community
with an additional voice. Three standards are characteristic of Schechner's work: first,
the deconstruction/reconstruction of the spoken language within a traditional text;
46
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second, the reconfiguration of invented language; and third, the incorporation of ritual
into the performance. Unlike Grotowski, whose work centers on actor rather than
audience, Schechner prioritizes audience affectation. Hence, Schechner’s obsession
with the voice of ritual that includes the rhythm and sounds necessary to induce the
state of trance, sets the foundation for his subsequent exploration into anthropology
and the effects of ritual on audiences around the world. Schechner's contribution to
voice stems fi'om an Artaudian root that grows through Grotowski, further grows into
reconfigured texts, establishes a community environment, instigates social therapy, and
researches primitive cultures in the hopes of finding the forgotten liturgy that will
invigorate a Postmodern audience.
In the book. Environmental Theatre, Schechner shares the verbophysical
exercises that he used m the early years of his work with the Performance Group.
They are particularly revealing. In these exercises, the body shapes the voice. The
exercises do not allow the actor to think about what to say, she doesn't use the voice
to say what she knows; instead the voice accompanies the intention. Schechner
proposes that he "uses the voice as a means of finding out what he is saying" (167).
Similarly in his book. Actor Training, Schechner describes warm-up activities. During
the opening exercises with the Performance Group, Schechner reports that sound
abounds in actor-training exercises;
If a person unaccustomed to the way The Performance Group does the
opening exercises were to listen to the first hour of a workshop, he would
possibly think people were mad, in great pain, hysterical, in the throes of trance
or orgasm. Every conceivable sound is made, fi'om laughing to screaming,
sobbing, heavy breathing, moaning, gurgling, shouting, reciting tongue
twisters, doing scales, etc. (56).
Like Grotowski, Schechner is concerned with removing blocks or taking off masks.
Exercises are designed to move body first, then voice. Voice is cormected to breathing
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and moving, according to Schechner; the cycle of verbophysical exercises include
nonverbal sound, preverbal sound, words, speaking, poetry, chanting, and singing.
When the voice is derived from action, it becomes able to create new sounds, new
songs, and new languages. In Environmental Theatre, Schechner predicts that "once
the voice is on its way to becoming free, once it no longer is the servant of grammar,
decorum, or literary poetry, it can make as well as use language" (167).
Workshop training in performer-development is a four-step process. First, the
performer must develop the spine and the gut area; and second, the performer must
get in touch with herself face to face with others. In this second phase of training, the
verbophysical exercises include communication that is nonverbal as well as verbal.
The third step in the performer's process involves, specifically, the relating to others
without narrative or other highly formalized structures. The verbophysical exercises
focus on trusting one another, relating, witnessing,and sharing. The fourth step in the
process of training, includes scoring. In conjunction with formalized narrative
structures, the voice exercises include improvisation, scenes, rehearsals, and
collaborating on a verbophysical score that will be used in performance. Particularly
the voice, Schechner concludes, is transcendent over the four steps of training. It is
"at the same time the most sophisticated and the most primitive element in training and
performance" (171). Because voice is connected to breath, it identifies the spirit and
inner life of the essential man.
Citing productions by Schechner, The Performance Group's Dionysus in 69,
reflects Schechner's method of deconstruction of a classic text. By using Euripides's,

The Bacchae, as a pattern or jumping-off point, Schechner encouraged the group of
performers to interpret the piece by adding their own dialogue to the orignal. Almost
like a reshaping of the ancient text. The Bacchae took on a new voice. It became a
modem rendering of life in the 1960's. Constructed primarily out of group therapy
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sessions, the Dionysus production took on the aspects of those who performed it. The
final production reflected a collage of voices that included lines fi’om Euripides,
spoken dialogue where the performers emerged out of the chorus to reveal their own
neurosis, and the confirontation with the political and social revolution that was
occurring at the time. By placing the audience in close proximity to the performers,
even surrounding the performers, then inviting the spectators to join the ritual of the
Bacchanal, the audience became an initiate in an Artaudian-style community of
spectators. This was Schechner's first attempt to reconfigure a classic text and
reintroduce the audience into an environment where the production surrounded them,
thereby, theoretically, gving them a voice in the action.
A further extension of vocal reconfiguration occurs in the 1969 performance of

Makbeth. In Environmental Theatre, Schechner describes the production as "musical"
and he names Paul Epstein as the composer who shaped noise into sound
topographically. By placing pieces of the text into context with one another,
reorganizing dialogue and scenes, and even graphically notating sections of the play,
Epstein composed a transcription or interpretation that included the work of the
performers. Schechner describes the intention o f their collaboration in the following
way: he says that Makbeth is not an opera but an attempt to bring back into Western
theater the sonic complexities, possibilities, ranges, and gut meanings of Asian and
"primitive' theaters where there is no hard division between music, dance, and drama"
(170). In the Performance Group's version of Shakespeare's classic text, a polyphonic,
musical voice replaced a linear narrative.
Subsequent productions directed by Schechner reflected his vocal exploration into
playwriting, or building a text through a workshop process. Composed in an oral
process with psychophysical exercises, the Performance Group worked with nonliterary theater in Commune. Using bits and pieces of things that were not intended
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for theater, Schechner follows Grotowski's way of working; Commune used American
Colonial writings, Henry David Thoreau's manuscripts, Herman Melville's novels,
excerpts from the Bible, scenes from Shakespeare and Marlow, and the production
incorporated scenes from the actors' own lives that focused on invented actions and
words from within the association exercises of the psychophysical work of the group.
As part of a plan to expose the inner voice of the performers, the group incorporated
their inner lives into the productions. The dialogue in these productions became a
collage of non-linear theatrical pieces that invited audience participation in the
environmental structure of the mise en scene, and encouraged alternative vocabulary
and methodology that suited the p^chological search for the inner voice. Attempting
to uncover theater's therapeutic function, like the study of a shaman who heals the sick
patient. Environmental Theatre illustrates how Schechner's goup wanted to add their
foundation to the list of theatrical functions:
In exploring the medical functions of performance I suggest the addition of
therapy to the list of theater's functions that already includes entertainment,
education, initiation, worship, economics, and aesthetics (197).
Opposite from the orthodox theater which is characterized by text; the Performance
Group proposed an Environmental Theater where the main organizing force in body
and voice, is the performer.
It should be noted, however, that the workshop efforts were not without anguish.
Schechner confesses in his chapter entitled "Therapy" from Environmental Theater,
that the efforts to expose the theater's inner life through psychodramatic work was
painful and brought about resentment toward the people in the Performance Group.
KBs advice about this experimental period is as follows: "...A little dose is medicine, a
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heavy dose is poison" (222). It would seem that Schechner's advice to actors and
directors would be to practice this kind of additional voice in moderation.
In his essay, "Actuals," published in 1970, with a collection o f essays entitled The

Rarer Action, Schechner states his own position among the theorists who study acting.
He discusses the interconnection between character and performer in a way that is
different from Stanislovski's "lost in the character" mode, and Brecht's "other than the
character" philosophy. For Schechner, the performer stands somewhere between the
two in a "liminal" position. The performance is a risk-taking event in which the
performer engages in an entire effort to make performance a wholeness. According to
Schechner, "Both spontaneity and discipline are risks for the performer. IBs entire
effort is to make his body-voice-mind-spirit whole" (123). He relates his theory to
Artaud's martyr and Grotowski's Cieslak. According to Schechner, these two theories
are related because they demonstrate how the actor discards the unnecessary parts of
voice; he explains that the similarity between these two performances is the search
through the rehearsals for personal experiences and associations, the selection of
those elements which are revelatory, and the construction of a score that strips away
all unnecessary irrelevancies and cliches. What results is a double structure where the
performer is risking his dignity, his craft, and his life-in-process. For Schechner, the
deconstructed/reconstructed text accompanies this liminality. The actor becomes
shaman in a ritual event (125). Ritual encloses language to be what Schechner
explains is "a particularly heated focus of a more general conflict. The ambition to
make theater into ritual is nothing other than a wish to make performance efiBcacious,
to use events to change people" (125). Aspiring to Artaudian prophecy, Schechner's
construction of performance becames the hallmark of the Performance Group's vocal
work in the 1970's.
Similar deconstruction/reconstruction of textual language continued in the ensuing
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decade. Returning to a more formalized play script, one that is written by a playwright,
the Performance Group performed surgery on the words of Brecht's script. Mother

Courage, and a contemporary piece. The Tooth o f Crime, by Sam Shepard. A musical
voice, particularly, was needed for Sam Shepard's play, and the playwright expressed
distrust about what Schechner and the Performance Group might change in his script.
Schechner responds in Environmental Theatre:
Shepard's own music—we heard it on tape—is based on rock chord
progessions. Using it would have been acceptable but not as suitable to the
complexities of Tooth as the project TPG embarked on. I have nothing against
electric amplified music—but goup members don't play it. We are committed
to making the sounds in our plays with our own bodies. This commitment has
not attained the status of dogma—in fact, as we worked on Tooth, we used
what musical instruments Group members knew or could learn: violin,
saxophone, melodica, harmonica, fife, and drums (237).
Schechner lays claim on re-creating every vocal aspect of the playwright's production,
music included. The Performance Group experienced a rebirth of the playwright and
reincorporated the living writer. Reconfiguration of language in written texts became
a dogma for The Marilyn Project, Oedipus, Richard's Lear, and The Balcony.
The 1979 production which reconfigured Genet's The Balcony, integated singing
as an important part of the performance. It was Schechner's last production with The
Performance Group, and Schechner admits that their relationship was strained, despite
the overall success of the production. Initially, the classic translation underwent an
oral update and rearrangement of scenes. Secondly, the addition of song became an
integral part of the production. In his book. Between Theater and Anthropology,
Schechner reports that the unpredicted audition workshops of Phoebe Legere gave
way to her composed score. The production incorporated a powerful, deep, and
gutteral voice that developed her talents as an actress and character deeply integated
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into The Balcony production. Schechner describes her contribution as a "brutal,
sexual, feminist" score that took the revolution seriously, except that it was not a
military revolution, organized and fought mostly by men according to rules of combat
that are culturally masculine, but a revolution of consciousness and song led by
women" (273). Although Schechner concedes that the voice of Phoebe Legere was
not an initial idea present in his purpose, he concludes that it became an integal part
of the production.

Surely, Schechner's policy would be to propose that the Post-

Modern director shifted from traditional portrayals of the playwright's character to a
kind of free-flowing exploration of a voice that may or may not be present in the
script, but comes to light during the scoring of the mise-en-scene.
Although his affiliation with The Performance Group ended after The Balcony,
Schechner's publications produced further exploration into the roll of the performance
artist in his alliance with Victor Turner, anthropologist. Subsequent essays by
Schechner optimistically, expectantly, search for the connection between anthropology
and performance art within Western culture. After his afBliation with the Performance
Group ended, Schechner joined an outreaching global discourse, in a similar manner to
Grotowski and Brook. Unlike those two men, however, Schechner concentrated on
ritual as the key to unlock secrets in the performance universe.
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CHAPTER VI

COMPARING: THE SEARCH FOR EPIPHANY

I like to think of Antonin Artaud as a theatrical Pentecostal. His passion for
social change through theatre, his striving to release the catharsis inside the spectator,
and his inability to communicate those ideas in traditional forms of language is a
gateway to "speaking in tongues." I believe that Artaud's goal was to bring the
audience to an animated state of invocation so that a higher power might enlist him or
her, and I can see the relationship between spirituality and theatre in Artaud's wild
dreams. In modem society, reaching toward catharsis had become an intellectual
process, symbolically representing change, but not emotionally bringing an audience to
it. In contrast, I believe that the human process of change is best accomplished by a
combination of emotional and physical, as well as intellectual stimuli. It was Artaud
who first articulated his hopes of bringing about a return to the emotional and physical
side o f theatre, to balance the rational mind. I can imagine that Artaud would have
been most satisfied at the conclusion of a production, if the entire audience
demonstrated an ecstatic display of ritualized punctuation typical of a Pentecostal
service. The following analogy applies: If God's spirit possesses or animates the
worshipper, and then enables him to go out to the world in the New Testament
tradition to continue to carry out God's purpose in the world, how much more so
would an audience member who is "baptized in the spirit" be able to go and carry out
54
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society's aspirations for positive change. Like modem Pentecostals who understand
themselves to be inheritors of a missionary tradition, I interpret that Artaud proposed a
missionary theatre, where performers and audiences might redeem an unjust world.
If we could find a path to Artaud' s kind of enlightenment, we could bring an
audience to a Pentecostal experience. Through Artaud's eyes we can see, perhaps,
that stylized ritual and its over-intellectualization of rational argument which has
occurred over twenty centuries, has also created a misnomer for Aristotelian
catharsis. In its modem interpretation, catharsis lacks emotional fervor, and it is
devoid of physical transformation. Artaud proposed a retum to the source of theatre
as ritual, and it doesn't matter how his attempts are named; therapy, cruelty, accostai,
or madness; Artaud began a search to open up closed parts of the voice and body in
the hope of producing a physical and emotional truth that had been locked up in
intellectualization. He initiated rehearsals in wluch the actors were encouraged to test
out new voices, new movements, and alternative ways of expressing themselves—
alternative ways that fought against logic and concentrated on intuition. To many
people, the descriptions of Artaud's rolling around on the stage, howling, and
contorting himself may suggest madness, but for others it became illumination. Jerzy
Grotowski made Artaud's research practical, Peter Brook commercialized it, and
Richard Schechner has turned it toward anthropology. What was started by Artaud
as a retum to catharsis has been carried into the Post-Modem theatre to what
Schechner defines as liminality. Whereas no one has yet achieved an audience
response that comes close to the Pentecostal display of "speaking in tongues,"
Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner have splintered off fi'om Artaud's original premise
into areas of their own: for Grotowski audience response was manifested in the night
vigils, for Brook audience illumination required a search for "universality," and for
Schechner it was inherent in Environmental Theatre. All of them striving to bring
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about Artaud’s state of emotional and physical release, these three directors have
changed the shape of the theatrical voice.
For some spectators, the retum to ritual voice has been interpreted as primitive.
So, "primitive" must be defined. Synonyms for the word include prehistoric,
aboriginal, and uncivilized, but that is not what is meant by "primitive" in this
theatrical sense. Other synonyms include primary, original, first, and simple. These
words come closer to the definition I propose for "primitive." To the spectator, what
may sound like howling, growling, hissing, monosyllabic, bestial, and uncivilized;
"primitive" communication might also be interpreted as simple, universal, and primary
communication. With the optimistic expectations of being able to theatrically engage
primary and sensual response, experimenting with primitive voice has become a highly
civilized task requiring extensive research into human psychology, universal languages,
and anthropology. The surprising result is that a great deal of intellectual energy and
monetary resources have been dispensed into bringing forth something that
philosophically requires no intellectual energy. In lending credence to Artaud's
theories, the Post Modem theatre is attempting to regain what it has lost in emotional
and physical catharsis; in the classic human sense, intellect cannot exist without
intuition, therefore primitive has become Post Modem.
For the vocalist the word primitive is elaborate, it excludes and includes many
different things; it is simple and complex at the same time. For example, primitive
voice includes music, but it excludes the language and mathematical complexities that
are often associated with music. Still, at its most basic, the voice of singing or even
the musical sound of the wind blowing through the trees is a complex mathematical
communication. In another example, the imitation of animal sounds might be
considered primitive, and yet imitation requires a complex cerebral application.
Furthermore, primitive instrumentation is an extension o f primitive voice; man's ability
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to shape his breath or his energy through the voice of an instrument is a civilized
gesture. Also, the chanting voice, sometimes perceived as primitive, sincerely reveals
humankind's communal nature, and is an integral part of the structure o f ritual
ceremonies where participants are known to engage in the kind of animation that
Artaud and the Post-Modern directors herewith discussed would cat^orize as
illuminating. Furthermore, primitive voice includes universalities; what may seem
uncomplicated is, in feet, complex; what sounds like something uncivilized is really the
complete structure of human communality. For Artaud, grasping toward an enlarged
definition of primitive voice was his chance to remarry the theatre to its emotional
catharsis.
For those who came after Artaud, certain aspects of his work echoed into the next
generations. In the case of Grotowski, it took on the realm of actor as shaman or
priest, and any mise en scene was unimportant. Grotowski's work centered on the
primitive voice as a way of opening up resonating cavities that had long been ignored.
By experimenting with technique, he proposed that the fundamental way to reach
reciprocating resonating cavities in the voice was to control the air flow in the body
and practice alternating the body movement. Voice work with Grotowski
concentrated on physical movement that influenced sound. Concentration, relaxation,
physical contortion, breath, and volume were the hallmarks of the Poor Theatre
approach to voice. Vocally the productions were textless, and in that way they moved
in a non-linear fashion, but they also carried new voices. Unfortunately, releasing the
inner resonators and changing the sound of the actor's voice, did not yield what
Grotowski was hoping for in Artaudian response. Although Apocalypse Cum Figuris
became a classic o f its theatrical age, the audience never achieved the kind of
epiphany that animated them. Unenlightened witnesses did not fully understand the
newly-restored definition o f primitive, therefore the descriptions of the vocal aspects
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of the production fall into the categories of growling, howling, and chanting, rather
than being hailed as the agents of animated catharsis. Therefore, Grotowski's work
moved into another phase.
The encounter groups were Grotowski's chance to train the audience members.
By c h a n ^ g their point of orientation, he proposed to move them to action.
Enmeshment into the encounter groups required total commitment, and no half
hearted attempt to participate could bring about the desired result. Like forming a
miniature tribe, Grotowski attempted to reorient a group of recruits in a weekend
rendezvous. The spectators became part of the creative act and participated in the
vocal and physical training exercises. The proposition was the same as it had been
before: releasing the inner voice—releasing the primitive—and receiving the spirit.
Like Artaud, Grotowski associates the primitive voice with spiritual energy.
Similar to Artaudian process, Grotowski insists on total commitment by the performer
and total commitment by the audience. The process is not one of intellect, rather it is
one o f emotional and physical training recognized as an undoing of thousands of years
of consciousness. The voice reinvests itself in primary instinct and rejects rhetoric by
a arranged trial of exercise. What may sound to the unskilled spectator like primitive
gibberish, is really a complex process of untraining the performer to release inner
spirituality.
In a similar way, Peter Brook began a search for the spiritual margin of theatre.
His ideas about Holy Theatre connect to Grotowski's and Artaud's. Initially, Brook
rejected a theatre bogged down in sentimentality, nostalgia, and trappings of text, and
promoted a vibrant, ceremonial, ritual that feeds the community of actors and
audience. He instigated a retum to the sound of a voice that had vanished with
tradition—the voice of the sacred rites—which Brook believed had been diluted over
many centuries. Brook wanted to project a theatre of inspiration, intoxication, and
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magic, where the invisible could be made visible, and the community could become
transformed. He recognized language as a series of dimensions that included not only
text, but which also included action, sound, cries, and deeper penetration into the
human condition. Brook's enthusiasm for the Artaudian vivacity paraded like a torch
before him in his work with the Royal Shakespeare Company.
Brook's ideas about voice did not require the total commitment that Grotowski's
company proposed. Although he experimented with Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty, and
Grotowski's encounter groups (Brook called them happenings), he also examined
other groups that he described as elitist because they demanded total immersion: actor
and community become one. The complete way of life was not Brook's advertisement,
he remained one step away from priest in the role of director. Believing that the
purpose for theatre should be "holy," he reasoned that the relationship between
audience and actor should be the same as the worshipper to the priest; the layman
witnesses the priest performing the ritual on his behalf. Brook recognized a nourishing
of holiness, but he was unwilling to allow the director to elevate above the ground.
Brook's early work concentrated, specifically, on a rejection of artificiality in vocal
delivery. The Midsummer Night’s Dream rehearsal exercises focused on releasing
creative abilities and liberating the vocal instincts that Brook saw within the
Shakespearean verse. Fortuitous experiments with the Theatre of Cruelty Season
produced further emphasis on sound and rhythm as primary communication. The
outstanding results of these groping experiments produced Brook's retum to the study
of primitive societies and culminated with the linguistic score for Orghast that was
composed by Ted Hughes. Formulated to inspire organic instead of intellectual
semantics, the vocal score was described as something that had the sensation of being
"half-barbaric" or "primitive" but was actually constructed as a complex system of
communication. When Brook's work shifted toward a search for universality, he
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changed the Grotowskian tradition from a look inward to a look outward around the
globe.
Global productions that toured the world were fueled by the primitive voice. As a
medium. The Corrference o f Birds was Brook's experiment to find the universal sounds
that could communicate basic needs and wants to humans of any linguistic persuasion.
During this time period. Brook began to gather together the elements of universal
communication that he had found: 1) voice included body movement like Grotowski
had preached; 2) universal communication had its roots in the simplest forms; 3)
silence was part of voice; and 4), the essential elements of theatre electrify a meeting
place between a trained actor and an untrained audience. Through the international
studies, Brook concluded that the pieces of sound that make up language bear witness
to the passion of emotional codes, and that language grows out of the emotional
syllables uttered by the culture. By returning to primitive or primary sound, the
universal emotions may be unleashed by a movement of the laiynx or a breath which
personifies the semantics.
Furthermore, Brook experimented with music in his production of Carmen. He
tried to retum the highly codified style of what has become opera to its universal or
primitive roots. By changing the body positions and the declamatory style of the
vocalist. Brook conducted an experiment with music. Application of the methodology
used in his other international studies gave the operatic voice a more human quality;
perhaps it became more primitive, or more basic, but it was meant to reapproach
music as an extension of the emotional human experience. Instrumentation was part of
that reassessment; it was an instrumentation that was reduced to its most essential
elements. The musical experiment conducted in opera fueled the musical voice
proposed for The Mahabharata.
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The Mahabharata production combined the vocal elements that Brook had enlisted
in his other productions: 1) the sound of international syllables that engage universal
emotions, 2) the extension of music and instrumentation as vocal projection, and 3) a
mythical subject of epic proportions meant to inspire the Holy theatre that returns the
audience to its most basic rudiments. Like a vocal potpourri of his former
productions. Brook constantly reminded any interviewers that The Mahabharata did
not seek to be a true representation of one culture, instead the derivative culture was
used as a flavoring ingredient and an opportunity to spread universal qualities. Much
of the primitive voice fi'om other productions found precedence in The Mahabharata
where Brook's Post Modem vocal style had been forged.
From another director's viewpoint, Richard Schechner's progressive move toward
global study has also colored his theories about the essence of theatrical voice. As an
early disciple of Grotowski's work, and as a practitioner and prophet of environmental
theatre, Schechner initially promoted the vocal exercises of breath and resonance that
Grotowski had proposed. Schechner's work with the environmental aspects of theatre
in which he tried to include the audience as part of the mise en scene, therefore
attempting to bring them farther into the action, was his way of approaching Artaud's
vision. Like Grotowski, Schechner found the audience to be untrained. But
Schechner had a different idea firom Grotowski; Schechner tried to further include the
audience in the action by physically placing them in the play.
In accordance with Grotowski's vocal training exercises, Schechner identifies the
verbal with the physical. Sound became an integral part of physical exercises, and it
was a constituent of the essential act of communication. What Schechner's
Performance Group sounded like in workshop was primitive; sound included laughing,
screaming, sobbing, heavy breathing, moaning, gurgling, singing, shouting, and
unverbal, soundless voices. In an attempt to reaffix the essentials of communication.
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the voice was encouraged to free itself from the confines of our own linguistic system
and express itself in alternative forms. Schechner's premise was that by freeing the
voice from the process of thinking, that new voices, new songs, and new languages
would be possible.
Particularly notable for the purposes of the following case study, is Schechner's
production with the Performance Group's Makbeth. A musical score was composed
by Paul Epstein that approached sound as shape rather than noise; graphic notation of
Lady Macbeth's letter suggests elongation of syllables, heightened treatment of key
words, and proposed sonic range and complexity. The text is fragmented and
scattered throughout, dialogue is overlapped and simultaneously climaxed. Dark
Powers dip into whispered words that are chosen for their sound as well as their sense,
and the score attempts to blur the lines between dance, drama, and music. In this
production, the theatrical voice includes a combination of elements.
Unsatisfied, however, with the response by the audience, Schechner delved further
into Grotowski's territory which required total commitment by the actors and
spectators and director. Almost father-like, Schechner achieved personal points of
enlightenment and conducted group participation experiments reminiscent of tribal
ceremonies that included nakedness, repetitious sound, and trance-states.
Presumably, the achievement of trance would correspond to Artaud's Pentecostal
vision for theatre, but just when it would seem that the vision had been realized,
Schechner turned away from his self-appointed directorship of the Performance
Group, and he moved in the direction of anthropological study. The director gave way
to the theorist, and the Jew converted to Hinduism in the search for understanding.
Isn't that total commitment?
Schechner's contemporary report on the state of the Post Modem avant-garde
theatre was published in 1993, The Future o f Ritual. In his examination he divides the
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experimental theatre groups into those who are moving toward the use of technology
to express the human condition, and those who choose to allow the human actor to
prevail. Among the later group he places Grotowski, and he cites Grotowski's recent
work with the Theatre of Sources. Marking the end of the Twentieth Century,
Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner have made extensive contributions to the study of
ritual outside of Western tradition. Schechner sees a growing trend to link the theatres
o f the Orient and the Western theatres in a quest to redefine traditions, and Schechner
prophecies the not-altogether-painless birthing of a human culture that expands the
planet and acts responsibly toward a geobiocultural system. Schechner, alongside of
Brook and Grotowski, have developed their recent work by encompassing the globe,
searching for access to the primary or primitive voice of humankind.
In his chapter entitled, "The Holy Theatre" fi'om the book. The Empty Space,
Brook remarks that "Artaud applied is Artaud betrayed" (54). Similarly, Grotowski
applied would be Grotowski betrayed, or Schechner applied would be Schechner
betrayed, etc. The lifetime of experimental work done by these men cannot be
reproduced in a short 6-week rehearsal period; exploitation of their efforts would be
easily recognized as a sham. Yet despite their illustrious lifetime achievements, there
are still no reports that Western audiences have yet been swept away into an
Artaudian state of epiphany. The work of Grotowski, Schechner and Brook proceeds
in a different vein, and the primitive voice is elusive and inconceivable, even though
glimpses of it have appeared in Apocalypse Cum Figuris, Orghast, and Makbeth.
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CHAPTER Vn

CASE STUDY: A VOICE FOR THE WEIRD SISTERS

In the summer before rehearsals began for Macbeth, I made it my point to visit the
site of Shakespeare's setting for the play. I was hoping, I suppose, to enact some kind
of transcendence that moved me from the pages of the script to a more threedimensional view of the piece; I think I was actually hoping to find the butcher,
Macbeth, and his fiend-like queen still in residence there. But, the location was a
disappointment, because there was no hint of Macbeth's presence at Glamis.
The route that stretches from York, through Jedburgh, to Glamis Castle, winds
down from a pine-covered hilltop, that is shaped in a squared patchwork of fields. The
landscape looks more like an American quilt than a bloody moor. There are few trees
on the road (no hiding places for witches or weird sisters), and the only figures
standing along the path are tourists taking pictures of the heather on the hillside, or
inhabitants of the village who have brought their dogs out for a stretch in the country.
The local countrymen enlist the Macbeth-legend to the unenlightened. When asked
about the villainous Macbeth, they propose a good and kind king who "had done a lot
for Scotland" —one who seems closer to Shakespeare's Duncan than to the butcher
Macbeth.
Further explorations into the castle-home of Macbeth yield much the same thing.
Only one small room in the residence retains Medieval integrity. Tourists are shown a
room that dates to the time in which Shakespeare placed the legendary murder, but the
64
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guide is quick to point out that Shakespeare took many liberties with history. Looking
through the eyes of a Twentieth-Century visitor, the surrounding red-brick
architecture, the colorful portraits of good and wise kings and queens who adorn the
main room, the charming bedroom of the queen mother, and the flowers lining the
gardens everywhere, yearn to tell a different story about romantic adventures of
Prince Charles and his fiance, Diana, who cavorted over the grounds during their
happy days. Nowhere on the premises does a trace of the Dark Ages linger, no
battlements exist where encroaching armies might be imagined stealing forth under
cover of camouflage, and no towers stand to invite a distressed woman to throw
herself into an abyss. A contrived hint of Macbeth's dark presence could be found
only in the gift shop, where I bought a small postcard of the castle. The photograph
(taken on a foggy morning) makes it appear misty and magical, and maybe, with a
great stretch of the imagination, it might be considered a place for legends and lore.
No reach j&om Post Modem times to Medieval time is possible. Either Macbeth has
moved away fi'om Scotland, or like the local inhabitants recall, he never lived there in
the first place.
Investigating the site, then, was of little help to me. The Dark Ages are too fer
removed from the late Twentieth Century. Is it possible for Macbeth to make any
kind of valuable contribution to our lives today? Is it plausible to produce a
performance of the play, Macbeth, and hope to make it more than just a pathetic
account of long-past legend? Can some new life be breathed into Shakespeare's
Sixteenth Century script? Is there something universal that can be brought forth from
the catacombs? These were the questions tugging at my mind as I began to explore
the voice of the witches in Macbeth. My job for this production was stated simply as
"vocal coach," and my purpose may be stated in the following way: I wanted to create
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a primitive "voice" that stretched and reshaped the witches, so that they were
meaningful for a Post Modem audience.
Considering my feilure to meet with Macbeth in Scotland, my consequential first
meeting with Brian Krai, the director, should have been no surprise. Krai had been
wrestling with the same kinds of questions that I had—the same kinds o f questions
that Schechner, Grotowski, and Brook asked about their productions.

How would

it be possible to find something in Shakespeare's script that would connect to a
contemporary audience? Krai's choice, I discovered, was to place the mise en scene in
mythological Persia instead of Pre-Christian Scotland.
Krai's justification became the essence of our work: the production date came
close upon the heels of the United States's conflict -with Saddam Hussein, and Krai
envisioned a unique correlation between Macbeth's culture and the hfiddle East. "To
set the play in primitive Scotland would separate it too much from modem Scotland,
whereas in Iranian culture, the Muslims haven't changed that much. Those kinds of
things are still going on in Iran" (Krai, May 26). According to Krai, while the images
that flashed across the contemporary television screen seemed up-to-date, the culture
surrounding it seemed primitive. Krai enlarged his explanation by producing
photographs of Middle-Eastem figures, who were dressed in voluminous clothes. The
mythological and universal images of these pictures were inspiring. Krai further
proposed his concept that "the desert culture hasn't changed as much as the Scottish
culture"(Kral, May 26). He explained that he wanted to inspire an unchanged
contemporary world, which would join Shakespeare's Dark-Ages Scotland to a
culture that exists in the Twentieth Century. Initial meetings with the director caused
me to understand that no Renaissance version of Macbeth was to be forthcoming.
Handing me a copy of the musical score for The Mahabharata, Krai encouraged
me to listen to its voices.
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Adding the Ingredients
"Eye o f newt, and toe of frog, wool of bat and tongue of dog."

In self-evaluation. Krai revealed his own style o f directing in an interview on May 26,
1995:
There are two kinds of directors: those who go about trying to make
their vision of what they see come true, and those who use the theatre as a
kind of laboratory to see what might come from mixing this and that kind of
element. I'm the second kind. You know, I had this idea about setting the play
in Persia, and you had this idea about the witches; I just wanted to mix
these together and see what might come out of it, I wouldn't say that The
Mahabharata affected me directly, although I had always been interested in
Brook's work, but I had seen The Mahabharata several years earlier and
found it to be similar to the interests I'd already been working on (May
26).
The director's recipe for this production called for a mythological
Persian/Renaissance/English mise en scene, to which he added an extended cast that
included thirteen women who were meant to accompany the central trio o f weird
sisters. Krai's reasoning for the added cast members was simply that he wanted to give
more opportunities for women to appear in this production. Krai explains:
There is actually some textual math done in there...four by four... some
reference in addition to 3x4 . My idea was to have twelve, it was Bob
Mayberry (a colleague and cast member) that added the thirteenth woman.
Hopefully that would alleviate some of the bad luck associated with any
production of Macbeth. It gave me an opportunity to use the witches as an
element of spectacle. It balanced my view of the play by giving the women a
stronger physical force on stage...a more equal number to balance the men on
stage (May 26 interview).
The additional members of the cast provided opportunities and restraints. On one
hand, the opportunity arose for me to add a choral voice for the Weird Sisters. After
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Krai had settled on his final cuts to the script (including the removal of Hecate's lines
in Act HI Scene V ) ,and after his rearrangement of several of the scenes, a read-thru
of the proposed version of this text took place. At that time, I noted that the text
allowed for additional placement of female cast members into the mise en scene.
Although no new lines were added to the text, some lines were reconfigured to include
a larger cast. The opportunity for a chorus of women allowed for a unique vocal
treatment.
The restraints, however, that this additional cast introduced, flavored another part
of the ingredients.

Audience analysis seemed crucial at this point; the production was

aimed at the audience who usually attended productions by this company: The Las
Vegas Children's Theatre, Rainbow Company. Although in the twenty-year history of
the Rainbow Company there were many productions which had been marked by
mature themes, witchcraft had never been one of them. I felt very insecure with the
thought of training young, immature, youth-actors and their older, mature
counterparts about the interchanges of pagan worship and how to go about using its
power. Furthermore, the parent audience members, I believed, would be keeping a
close watch on our proceedings. Truthfully, I couldn't imagine myself coaching
witchcraft to young people, then presenting it to the Rainbow Company audience.
When I voiced my imsgivings to the director, he explained that "there is a negative
element of performance that can be educationally positive; when you play the villain,
you are not necessarily learning how to be a villain. The negative example becomes a
positive influence, so I wasn't worried that you would be teaching these young cast
members about witchcraft" (Krai, May 29). Whereas I felt strongly that I wanted to
deemphasize the negative, the director wasn't concerned.
The director's mise-en-scene, the additional cast members, the opportunities for a
chorus of voices, and the restraints of a Rainbow Company audience were the initial
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ingredients that supported the base of the recipe: "eye of newt, toe of frog, wool of
bat, and tongue of dog." In the weeks before the rehearsal-period commenced, I
began to construct a vision of my own that addressed the opportunities for a women's
vocal chorus, and harnessed my restraints.

"Cool it with a baboon’s blood"

I have an inbred loathing for the concept of witchcraft. Partly, it belongs to
cultural conditioning; from the time they are very young, witches are something
mothers use to scare their children, and my feelings about witches came from my
childhood. In my memoiy, witches live in fairy tales; they are always evil; they are the
agent of wickedness; and when they are defeated, goodness is returned to the earth. I
learned those stories when I was a child, and I taught those same stories to my own
children. Our culture recognizes witches as something to be feared and loathed. They
exist somewhere at Halloween standing alongside the undead, the vampire, the
deformed, and the devil.
More specifically, I recognize witchcraft as a specific crime against Christianity.
Who could ignore the signs of history? Who has never heard of the Salem witchtrials?
Earnestly, I was afraid.

I could almost imagine myself standing in a courtroom

somewhere in the friture, trying to explain to a group of quasi-McCarthylikeinquisitionists from the Twenty-First Century about how I had corrupted a group of
young actors in the late Twentieth Century. I wondered if burning at the stake would
still be the preferred choice of death. I had my reputation as an educator to consider,
and my concerns as a parent. I wanted a responsible vision to work with; I didn't want
to consort with amorality.
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Also, there was the script to contend with. What is the difference between the
references in the dialogue to Weird Sisters, nymphs, fairies, prophetesses and the
characters’ identification in the stage directions as Witches? Perhaps the brand of
"witch" was given by a stage manager who was embedded in his own version of
history. Who are they really? Was the author's intention to portray witchcraft, and did
witchcraft mean the same thing to a Renaissance audience as it does to a Twentieth
Century audience? Was Shakepeare influenced by King James's Early Seventeenth
Century treatises against the practice of witchcraft in Scotland? Where is
Shakespeare's explanation?
Searching for answers to these questions within scholarship is also puzzling. For
example, the editors o f the Bantam Classic version of the text note that specific parts
of the original text concering the witches may have been added later. The Bantam
editors report that the original folio is especially short, and added portions for the
witches (including the character of Hecate) may have been included by a later directors
(Bevington, xxx ). Revised versions, therefore, may have convoluted the original
author's intention.
In short, the concept of witchcraft and its convoluted history, combined with the
idiosyncrasies of the text and the surrounding scholarship, made it impossible for me
to construct anything that I felt would be close to the author's orignal intent.
Consequently, I was allowed the opportunity to compose, instead, a unique voice for
the women whom I chose to refer to as "Weird Sisters." Moving forward, I looked
for positive ingredients to add to the stew.
Still searching for my own concept for the women, I took a look at the pamphlets
and tourist information that I'd brought back from my trip to Scotland. Obviously, I
had already rejected the Glamis Castle expedition as fruitless, but in the pamphlets, I
found something else that became a valuable tool—the materials I had brought home
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from my visit to the Jorvik Mking Center in York, England. Located on the site of
archeological diggings, the Jorvik museum-tourist travels in a "time car," which carries
him/her back through the generations to a place where time stops somewhere in the
Tenth Century. Although the archeological digging of the ancient city shows it to be
large, it is, nonetheless, primitive. No sewage system is in place; tools are handmade;
clothes are handloomed, and the religion is pre-Christian. Leather, bone, antler, wood,
and metal are the coveted elements of the society. Men are workers, seamen, and
warriors; women are weavers, and keepers of the extended families that include
grandparents, parents, and children. Because they are not Christian, the modsm
concept of "devil" is inconceivable. My visit to the Jorvik museum became my
inspiration; I proposed to the director that a Scottish pre-Christian society would give
a primitive voice to the Weird Sisters.
Striving toward the unraveling of old stereotypes, I allowed for a more realistic
view of what was once understood as a witch. I found my source in The Weaker

Vessel. According to Antonia Fraser's research, certain aspects of womenkind might
be reexamined for Post Modem times. Fraser explains that what was once perceived
as a witch, might now be explained as an elderly woman who had been widowed, and
who (because she had no husband), also had no power source except herself.
Similarly, what was once perceived as a woman with hunchbacked deformity, might
also be explained as an elderly person with osteoporosis. What was once perceived as
a maker-of-magic-potions, might also be explained as a boiler-of-herbal-medicines.
And, what was once perceived as magic might also be explained as science (25-30).

"then the charm is firm and good"
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The director condescended to collaborate with my attempts to create a primitive
rather than an evil society of women; I agreed to incorporate his Persian mise en
scene; and together we began to construct their character. First, we tried to answer
the central question: Is Macbeth master of his own fate, or is there some kind of magic
present from the Weird Sisters? The dramaturg for this production, Ken Kugan,
contended that the women are not an agent in the play; his view of the women is that
they are simply accidental tourists in a situation they do not control. The director, on
the other hand, saw the women as directly influencing the action. For the director,
the women are not innocent bystanders. I resolved that the women are powerful;
Shakespeare has given them the gift of prophecy, and the fact remains that the
character, Macbeth, believes their prophecies. The director and I agreed that the text
reinforces their power over the action just by the way in which Macbeth acts according
to the will of the Weird Sisters. The construction of the witches for the Las Vegas
Children's Theatre Rainbow Company initiated from this following textual premises:
first, that they are women in a man's world; second, that they are productive members
of their society; and third, that they are consciously attempting to change their position
in that society. A class distinction separates them from Lady Macbeth and reveals
their probable, and perhaps desperate attempts to exert power over their own
destinies.
Returning to the writings of Richard Schechner and Victor Turner, this concept of
primitive ritual used as a force to exert change is grounded in anthropological
research. According to anthropologist. Turner, one of the universal aspects of
performance contained in ritual is its function for societal change. Turner's article,
"Are there Universals of Performance in Myth, Ritual, and Drama?", explains how
ritual produces the opportunity for transformation when "problems and
obstacles...challenge our brain neurobiology into full arousal, and culture supplies that
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aroused activity with a store of preserved social experiences which can be 'heated up'
to supply the current hunger for meaning with reliable nutrients" (13). Both
Schechner and Turner have based significant research to the effect of ritual and its
power over culture. For the purposes of our work with Macbeth, the women perform
primitive ritual as a way to change their status. For the women in this situation, the
negative aspects of their character are mistaken for the positive action they are
attempting to take.
Also, the voice of primitive ritual provides an opportunity for the women to exist
as a chorus. Furthermore, it allows a choral voice to promote catharsis by example,
just as the Aristotelian chorus promoted catharsis by example.

The on-stage chorus

symbolizes the society in the audience; it is reminiscent of the choral work done by
Peter Brook, and it produces a model for the spectators.
Another dimension of our concept examined the lifestyle of the women's culture
that we proposed to construct: We wanted to perceive the women as people who
lived and worked in the castle community. Their jobs would be servile; they might
work as servants, attendants, field workers, kitchen workers, or cleaning women.
They would not be educated in the business of war, but they might have access to the
knowledge of what happens in that circle of men. As workers in the castle, they surely
would have seen and understood the great business of male power-seeking, and fi’om
listening to conversations between the men, they would be well aware of the powerstructure. Just as it is part of the worker's job to know the boss, so it would be the
particular business of the Weird Sisters to know their dictator.
A class system that lacks power is further associated with lack of goods or money.
As working women, the Weird Sisters are poor. Whatever the objects of power were
for their patriarchal society, the women had no way of obtaining them legally.
Especially if a woman was old or widowed, she would have no virile man to help her
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obtain power through legal tender. Thus, the practice of scavenging would have been
adopted. As women-workers who lacked legal tender, goods would have to be
obtained through more diverse avenues.
To summarize, without goods and without powerful partners, the sisters would
obtain power in union with each other, therefore they would gain strength through
organization. Their only recourse would be to gather together those like themselves.
Thus a social hierarchy of powerless women would become a primitive subsociety.
Recruitment of new members would be essential to an agency of this nature, and
power would grow through numbers. Wouldn't this be a terrifying threat to Macbeth
and his patriarchy?
Another source of power for this sub-society of women would be the opportunity
for creating security through secrecy. Certainly, if these women practiced control in
the open, they would soon be destroyed by the dominant male society. Secrecy was a
must in their case, and furthermore, secrecy itself could become a controlling powerful
element. Theoretically, Macbeth would become obsessed with what he could not
share, and secrecy would become the hallmark of the women's frightening
characterization.
In sum, the voice of the Weird Sisters for this production of Macbeth was based on
three ideas: first, I decided to concentrate on the "primitive" instead of the
stereotypical "witchcraft" aspects; and secondly, I proposed to use ritual as the
catapult which used its power o f secrecy to bring about change for women who were
trapped within a patriarchal society. Thirdly, I proposed to use primitive ritual as the
voice of a chorus of women who were the on-stage models for an Aristotelian spiritual
cleansing. The next step was to emerge the women further into the mise en scene in
order to make their voice more distinct.
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"Thrice the black cat hath mewed, thrice and once the hedgehog whined; tis time"

After a collaborative agreement had been reached, regarding general
characterization for the chorus of women, the distinct aspects of voice could be honed.
Shakespeare’s concluding ingredient in the cauldron recipe was to add a large dose of
nature's communication. Like a network of veins and arteries that run through the
body o f the text, Shakespeare creates a system of the sounds of nature's perturbations.
During the first read-thru with the cast, I sat and marked every place where sound is
mentioned in the script. I noticed the relationship between nature's sounds and the
Weird Sisters, and I proposed that they should be allowed to supplement the
fantastically-attractive dimensions of their secret society with the added enticement of
inhum an

sound. Consequently, if the Sisters could coimect to Shakespeare's sounds

and use the voices of thunder, of crickets' whispering, of wolves, of owls, of attacking
birds of prey; if they could recreate the voice of a flying bat or hum drowsily like the
shard-borne beetle; if they could embody ± e sound of a bubbling earth, or the sound
o f vind; if they could conjure up the sound of moving stones and speaking trees, as
well as those of maggotpies, choughs and rooks; if enough dismal din could be
created in sound, and if enough energy could be raised in voice, then Hecate's promise
would be fulfilled:
....distilled by magic sleights,
shall raise such artificial sprites
As by the strength of their illusion
Shall draw him on to his confusion. (Macbeth 3.5. 26-29)
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By connecting to the sounds of nature, the secret society of women could influence
their situation and bring about change in their culture. A tremendous energy in
inhuman

sound was my proposed voice for the Weird Sisters.

Searching for a Power Source

This premise then, became our process. Rehearsals began on a shaky note.
It seemed quite irregular that fi'om the first, the director separated the rehearsals
between men and women. Men were initially scheduled to work with the fight
choreographer, and the women were scheduled to meet with me, the vocal coach. The
conclusion became physically clear; we were to be disassociated fi'om the men.
I was lacking a starting point, because I didn't really know how to draw this kind
of inhuman sound out of the human body. The first rehearsals with the women seemed
to be a disaster. I knew that I was supposed to work with voice, but I had never
worked with this kind of voice before. Initially, I made the mistake of asking them to
sing for me; I wanted to know what parts they sang, and I wanted to hear about what
instruments they played. Although I did gmn some information that I was to use later
on (I found out that one of the girls played the flute, one played the violin, and several
of them were talented with rhythm), I sensed that all my questions were probing an
area that the women didn't understand. All in all, these initial attempts to discover
voice made for puzzling looks and blank expressions.
The director's movement exercises seemed to be more productive. One exercise in
particular led to a series of vocals that began with movement. Standing in a circle, the
director asked the women to project an imaginary force across the room towards the
other side of the group. The body was to project the energy and make an
accompanying sound. The person who caught the force would show and sound the
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impact on their own body. Krai reports that "it was actually an exercise that I read
about in one of Richard Schechnefs books. It was an exercise on 'ritual combat' that I
just wanted to try" (May 29).
That exercise spawned a whole series of vocals for me. I heard the force of breath
from the pitcher, and the force of breath from the catcher. Voiceless sound became
our first vocabulary. It expanded from the director's movement exercises about
projected energy without sound, into work with audible, yet voiceless, sound. In the
ensuing weeks, voiceless-sound vocabulary increased to include the hiss, projected
breathing, tongue clicks, and the inhaled breath that ended with a tongue-clasp.

Things Done in Secret

Full recognition of the secretiveness of our women's society became apparent in an
early rehearsal as well. In working with the director, I began to notice that he had
only vaguely communicated his VCddle-Eastem premise to the women, whereas I
thought it should be stated outright. Also, I wanted to assert some authority of my
own with the cast of women; I wanted to become their primary coach, and I wanted to
afBrm a relationship \^dth them. Therefore, at one of our initial rehearsals, I asked the
director for permission to meet with the women without his presence. What ensued
was an effective display of the power of secrecy. We huddled together like young
schoolgirls gossiping about the boys. Our voices were whispered, and I shared openly
the information about what the director had in mind as "Persian". We passed around
the pictures of Middle-Eastern clothes that showed how the director perceived us in
costume; great volumes of cloth were to be wrapped in layers around women's bodies,
hiding identities and disguising great movement into a cloud-like vacuum. We hissed
about Lady Macbeth who was waiting in the wings for her rehearsal, and we
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recognized her exclusion from our group. We identified Macbeth as our enemy in the
script, and we targeted the actor who played Macbeth as part of a rehearsal game
where we whispered together about him. We murmured about potions and brews and
the things that they might consist of, and we began a collection of small objects that
we considered to be an identification of ourselves. Each actress, for example, was
assigned to assemble an accumulation of small objects that were personal
identification, and place them inside a small container that would make a rattling noise
when shook. These constructed collections became our first instrumentation; our way
of communicating with each other in secret. On the outskirts of this meeting—a secret,
whispered, meeting conducted in full view of other members of the cast—the curiosity
of the other cast members was apparent, and the women undeniably recognized
empowerment. I recall one particular incident where one actress began a collection of
pencils and pens belonging to the actor who played Macbeth. At later rehearsals, I
noticed that often I would hear the women giggling together in a huddle, furtively
casting glances toward the men. Notably, through secret meetings, our vocal
vocabulary increased to include the voiceless whisper, the hiss, and the murmur.
Further progress was made toward creating the voice of the Weird Sisters through
instrumentation. I acquired a box of instruments used by the Rainbow Company staff
for music education. It included lummy sticks, homemade drums, toy whistles,
recorders, and homemade rattles. Using this as a beginning place, I placed
instrumentation as voice in the script. For example, I decided that sound that came
from natural materials would be preferable, due to the qualities of tone and timbre that
they suggest. A look back at the Viking museum pictures from Jorvik, showed
instruments made from leather, wood, and primitive metals. In relation to the
primitive culture, it seemed natural that musical instruments would be made from
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materials easily found; therefore the director and I made a general choice about
instrumentation used throughout this production: it would include only those that
could be played on-site, and only those that had natural tone and timbre. For example,
the conch shell was chosen as heralding sennet, and a variety of drums made from
natural hide and wood were chosen for the witchly band. An on-stage thundersheet
was used, and the flute was installed into several scenes. Meant to symbolize
womankind, the sound of the flute became part of the voice for the Weird Sisters as
well. Instrumentation began to be recognized as part of the primitive voice of the
women.
Interestingly, we had one actress who was a talented violinist, and we wanted to
include her special talent in the production. Although we recognized that the
instrument would be too modem for this primitive culture, we saw it as an opportunity
to explore the violin's capabilities. Through an experimentation session, the violin was
altered from its traditional sound to add a different voice to our primitive band. The
actress played the instrument upside down, pulled the bow across the strings in a
vertical fashion, and created a screeching noise reminiscent of the sound made by
fingernails

passed across a slateboard. Also, she experimented with a sound like a cry

or a whine. She gave up the demands of melody, released a new freedom of sound,
and created an untraditional sound. With its natural characteristics of earthy tone and
timbre, the violin became an instrument of cmde property that produced sound in an
unorthodox way.
The Weird Sisters continued to develop a vocabulary of sound that identified them
with primitive civilization. The voiceless sounds, that empowered them as a secret
society, were accompanied by a voice of instrumentation that secured the aboriginal
nature of their sub-culture. Further experimentation with the human voice became a
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process of eliminating the stereotypical sounds that are associated with witches, and
choosing those that were unique to our own developing society of primitive women.
I acquired a Halloween tape and documented the sounds that I associated with
witches, then I systematically eliminated them from the vocal vocabulary of the Weird
Sisters. In rehearsal, we removed any suggestions of cackling-speaking and cacklinglaughter, and we concentrated on recreating the sounds of animals instead. We
experimented with howling sounds, hooting sounds, the sounds of attacking birds, the
soundlessness of snakes and their accompanying hisses, sounds of birds in pain, and
sounds of a variety of calling birds. The women experimented with animal sounds.
Additional voice experiments were inspired by the score from Peter Brook's The

Mahabharata. Also, from &frd-Eastem tradition we experimented with humming, the
drone, gutteral tones, and other styles of vocal delivery. Furthermore, I created a
melody that used a five-tone musical progression suggestive of the Far East.
Accordingly, I inserted the musical melody into the letter scene, like a plaintive theme
meant to distinguish Lady Macbeth's separation from the sub-society of primitive
women. Initially inspired by The Mahabharata score, the Weird Sisters added
vocabulary that included the drone, the hum, the inclusion of gutteral sounds, and a
fluted, melodic, musical, motif.
From another source. Drawing Dawn the Moon, the director and I learned a new
word. Drawing Down the Moon (specifically about Post Modem witchcraft),
employed the word "coven" to name a small group of individuals, who were
mentored by an experienced leader. Defined like a nest of fledgling birds, a mother
bird watches over and teaches the young ones in a "coven;" likewise, the director
divided the thirteen young women into small groups with three central figures who
would act as a pilot for the others. Each coven then set about the business of
choosing sounds with which they could distinguish themselves from the other groups.
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One group chose cooing sounds as their own, another incorporated voiceless sounds,
and a third constructed an elaborate set of signals that became a soundless voice.
Similar to the signs given by a baseball coach, the women created sound as language
that did not fit into any established language category. All of the smaller covens
gravitated, naturally, toward the omnipresence of the eldest member of the women's
cast, who (as it happened) had been cast as the character known as Hecate. And so, a
hierarchy of society had been developed with Hecate as authoritative leader with a
coven of her own, and two corresponding women leaders, each with a coven of
younger adolescents. When they voiced their language in chorus, each group could
identify themselves and communicate with each other, but the resulting din became a
tumult of hue and cry that characterized their solidarity. Musical transcription of the
vocal vocabulary may be found in Appendix I.

Entrance

In the second and third week of rehearsals, the director and I specifically rehearsed
movement, blocking, and voice for the opening of the play, and for the initial
introduction of the Weird Sisters. Brian Krai conducted a movement activity with the
actresses, in which he asked them to move in a cloud-like fashion. A slow-motion
activity ensued with the women moving in various jfree-form patterns of motion. Next,
he placed them in different areas, singly, and asked them to move in this fashion until
they had positioned themselves together within their small groups or covens.
Beginning with the sound of the rattles that the women had made out of metal boxes
and small items fi'om their homes, we experimented with other voiced sounds that
would accompany this movement exercise; finally, we settled on an open-mouthed
humming sound that we called "the drone." One of the women would begin the
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sound, and the others would try to match its pitch. While most of the women were
successful at matching the pitch set forth, some were not, and the resulting sound was
a combination o f one low hum layered with outcast pitches that were not traditionally
harmonic. The Weird Sisters's entrance looked like a dark-moving cloud, and
sounded like rattles and inharmonic droning. Musical transcription of the entrance
may be found in Appendix 11.

"Where Hast Thou Been, Sister?"

Initial movement rehearsals in Act I, Scene m, focused on the concept of
characterization, that we had earlier established. Promoting the idea about the
women-subservient-community-members whose survival depended on scavenging,
each coven was presented in this scene as a metaphor for scavenger sea-birds
searching for sustenance on a barren beach. The director experimented with
movement first, he wanted the women to behave like attacking birds, when they first
saw Macbeth, and also when they disappeared. Quite a bit of rehearsal time was spent
on finding just the right physical attitude and placement of the thirteen women in the
scene; vocal sound and vocal placement was incorporated secondly. After
experimenting with several different kinds of bird sounds, we settled on two kinds;
defense sounds and attack sounds. Also, we incorporated our other non-language
vocals: rattles, whispers, and echoing repetition. At their initial encounter with
Macbeth, the women's voice shouted forth like scavenger birds.
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"AU HaU, Macbeth!"

This layering of unparalleled pitch was further placed into the vocal trio of the solo
women who greeted Macbeth and Banquo. One rehearsal period was devoted to
finding vocal placement for the three weird sisters. In this instance we decided on a
triad of sound that placed one voice higher, one center, and one low. The voice for
Hecate naturally took the middle pitch, and the other two women placed their voices
in the higher and lower pitch range. That is not to say that the sound was harmonic or
"sung;" however the sound produced was much like the sound of the drone. It was a
spoken sound that carried a strong low pitch with outcast and unparalleled pitches
alongside. As added accompaniment, I introduced the sounds of whispers that
initiated fi'om other coven-members. Furthermore, we complicated the sound with
voiced echoes spoken by certain other members of the group. For example, any time
the word Macbeth was spoken, it was vocally echoed and voicelessly echoed by
several of the coven members. Several examples appear in musical transcription.
Appendix II.
The Letter Scene

By the time we started working with the letter scene, the Weird Sisters had clearly
established their premise as members of the castle-community who lived and worked
within the castle-society. It was also clear, that because they were women, they
shared a connection to Lady Macbeth, even though they chose not to include her in
their secret society. Together with Lady Macbeth, the Weird Sisters molded a female
counterpart to the male conflict. The voice of the women was added soundlessly into
the letter scene in the following way: first, the women were given physical presence in
the scene as servants in Lady Macbeth's room; second, the voice of the flute was
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placed here in its mournful lament; and third, as Lady Macbeth's voice rose in calling
outward for power, the servant-women compellingly joined her by reinforcing the
rhythm of the iambic pentameter and making the sound of a chorus of women chanting
(see Appendix II example). The voice of the castle-women had given their voice in
support of Lady Macbeth's purpose.

Is This a Dagger?

For this production, the director moved Macbeth's dagger speech closer to the
letter scene, and the Weird Sisters were again given voice. Enlisting earlier movement
exercises, the women slowly, cloud-like, gained presence surrounding Macbeth. The
imaginaiy dagger was transferred from one woman's hand to another in pantomime,
and thrust across the stage passing over and around Macbeth. The accompanying
sound was the one we had experimented with in rehearsal; in the same way a frog
catches a fly with its tongue, the women projected a vocal inhale that ended with a
tongue/lip clasp every time they caught the dagger in pantomime. The tongue/clasp
sound was followed by a strong projected exhale every time they threw the imaginary
instrument. Additional voice included voiceless projection and voiceless
inhale/tongue/clasp.
Other Voices

The women voiced their membership in the community in several other places as
well. For example, they were the musicians in the party that welcomed Duncan to the
castle. Also, they were the voices of the wolf that signaled urmatural deeds. One of
the Weird Sisters voiced the owl shriek that startled Lady Macbeth, and the primary
Sisters were given further leverage as old women who met outside the castle with
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Ross and reported the voices o f nature's "contending 'gainst obedience." The trio of
vocals mimicked the sound of hawking owls, whining hedge pigs, and mewing cats, at
the same time keeping their vocal placement within the triad of character voices.
Furthermore, it was a woman who sponsored the on-stage sound of a drum that
accompanied Banquo's ghost at Macbeth's table.

The Pow-Wow

For the scene in the cave, we experimented with other natural sounds and ways in
which we could suggest them from a vocal aspect. The women played with the
sounds of boiling water that included bubbling and the sounds of hissing steam.
Whispering noise and the onomatopoeic sound of the word bubble, were combined
with hissing sounds to create a boiling pot. Joining that sound with a body movement,
that bounced slightly up and down, we presented the boiling cauldron special-efifects.
Specifically, the word double was repeated among each coven in a chant-style that
overlapped with another coven. The result was a bubbling chorus of speakers that
repeated the lines "double, double toil and trouble" after each of the trio of sisters
spoke solo. The vocabulary of hissing, whispering, repetition of the words "double,
and trouble," and the accompanying up and down movement was the preparation for
Macbeth's entrance.

Apparitions

The main focus of the cave-scene was the apparitions. The director set aside one
working rehearsal in which the women composed primitive dolls or puppets, which
they had made out of found objects. Those dolls were then used as apparitions. For
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example, the second apparition was made from a broken violin, the head of a wig
stand, and some garden gloves. The final product was distressed and dyed to respect
the primitive mise en scene, then it was used as a prop. The vocal aspects of the
dialogue were handled like those of a ventriloquist whose own voice is changed to
represent the puppet. Producing a trance-like vocal quality, the younger fledgling
members of the society were the voices of the apparitions.
The first apparition was presented as a marionette carried mid-air by two of the
younger women. Vocally they spoke in unison, but each woman placed her voice at a
different pitch level producing an dissonant double sound (illustrated in Appendbc II).
The second apparition was also voiced by a younger actress who carried the puppet
made from a distorted and contorted musical instrument that represented her voice in a
symbolic way. The third apparition was voiced by another of the younger women and
accompanied by the rhythmic sound of wooden poles thumping on the ground. The
thumping sound began in a chaotic form, but gradually it came together in one unison
rhythm that grew in volume—crescendo-like—through Macbeth's delirium. Creating
the sound of rhythmic beating with their wooden poles, the background was filled also
with the sound of rattles. As Macbeth celebrates what he perceives as his own
invincibility, the rhythmic voice of the women superimposes.

Show!

As the apparition-scene continued, the women's voices were placed in center-focus.
When Macbeth wants to know more, he cries out that he isn't satisfied, at which point
the voice of the women was ^ven instant silence. A curious phenomenon occurs
when loud, rhythmic noise is instantly silenced. The sound seems to continue in the
silence and the vibrations of rhythm remain, even though no sound is being produced.
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Creating almost an "apparition in sound," the silence becomes sound in itself and the
surrounding air seems illuminated in silent vibration. For several moments, the
illumination prevails. The women’s voices continued to come forth with the words
"show" in three different timbres, whenceforth the rattles began slowly again, followed
by the rhythmic pounding of the poles that became louder than before. In seeming
chaotic fashion the movement of the women came together into a tight huddle, then
separated to reveal the ghost of Banquo within their midst. Again the rhythmic
beating stopped instantaneously, allowing the silent vibration of sound to illuminate
the body of the ghost.

Pow-Wow Conclusion

The conclusion of the pow-wow is not played out in the script. The text calls for
music and then the women vanish. In our production, the women returned to rhythmic
vibrations and rattles, but added to it the voice of instrumentation. The voice of a
chaotic flute, an upside down whining violin, and the additional strokes on a thunder
sheet were placed alongside the rhythmic beating. The volume was brought to a
crescendo and then the women discharged into their own solo voice.

Similar to the

sound of a congregation who is "speaking in tongues," the repetitive rhythm
crescendoed to a heightened plateau, then they broke off from the group, in chaotic
fashion and exploded into their own individual voice. In movement and sound, they
discharged an energy that can be described as a vocal explosion, then they dispersed
into the wings leaving behind that instant silence that creates visual vibration. The
cave-scene provided the production with its most intense primitive, ritualistic, voice.
Musical transcription is shown as an example in Appendix H.
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Sleepwalking Scene

A chorus of women's voices were added to Lady Macbeth's sleepwalking scene.
Weird Sisters were placed onstage in different locations as candleholders; moving on
in slow motion, the society of women produced a soundless influence on Lady
Macbeth. Just their very presence in the scene added voice. Initially, their sound was
made with their bodies as they specifically scraped their shoes across the floor while
they stood in place. While Lady Macbeth pantomimed washing her hands, the women
echoed the sound of scraping footsteps. Accompanying her line, "You mar all with
this starting," the women echoed with whispers that overlapped the words.
Accompanying the line, "Here's the smell of blood still," the women made an audible
sound that was voiceless; like the opposite sound of a hiss, this sound required noisy
inhalation through the teeth and saliva. Because of the difficulty in sustaining this
sound, several women overlapped each other so that it could be prolonged. When
Lady Macbeth moaned, the women echoed without movement. When the doctor
comments, "What a sigh is there," the women began a quiet droning tone that
sustained until the Lady Macbeth's line, "Wash your hands," at which time the women
echoed the harsh sound of a commanded whisper. When the doctor comments on the
"foul whisperings," the women sustained the indistinguishable overlapping of the
dialogue. In its entirety, the women accompanied the sleepwalking scene with an
undertone of quiet music that included their vocabulary of sound: 1) scraping of ghost
like footsteps, 2) whispers of rodent creatures, 3) curdling opposite-hissing, like one
in pain, 4)and quiet droning. Like a musical underscoring the women echoed Lady
Macbeth's voice (see Appendix II).
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(A Cry of Women Is Heard Within)

Act V, Scene V contained a further voice for women. They heralded Lady
Macbeth's death, and in this production, they carried her onstage to the sound of
harmonic keening. It took a great deal of experimentation to achieve the vocal results
that we settled on; this kind of sound became part of a collaborative effort to build a
vocal chorus. In its final form it might be described in the following way: it began
offstage with a harmonic drone, where two of the women used pitch pipes to find a G#
as the uppermost pitch, and a C as the lower pitch. Suggesting an Eastern disposition,
those notes were chosen for their fifth dimension. As it was previously, most of the
women could match those pitches, but there were some who could not, and those
outlying tones added a quality of dissonance to the predominant tones. On top of the
sound we incorporated a woman not previously part of the primitive society; the
gentlewoman who spoke with the doctor in the previous sleepwalking scene produced
a loud, rhythmic wailing sound that oscillated back and forth between high and low
tones. With an open larynx, the gentlewoman keened loudly over the droning voice.
An example may be seen in Appendix H. Added to an energetic movement and joyful
posture, we were careful not to make the sound seem mournful, but triumphant
instead. As the sound built to crescendo, the women brought the body of Lady
Macbeth onstage, huddled around it in a sounding voice, then dispersed sound and
movement in an instant, leaving behind the magical disappearance of Lady Macbeth's
body and the visual vibration of sound that seemed to continue even after they were
gone.
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Birnam Wood

The messenger's description to Macbeth about the advancing army of Bimam
wood, included an off-stage accompaniment of chanting women and their rattles. In
loud voices this time, they acknowledged the prophecy that is coming to fruition with
triumphant repetition of the words, "Bimam Wood," and the noisy accompaniment of
rattles.
Final Words

The society of women voiced a final word in this production of the play. During
the final dialogue, the women moved silently onto the stage to join the community of
men surrounding Macduff and Malcolm. When the men's chorus hailed the new king,
the central sister repeated the cheer, then she was echoed loudly by the women's
chorus. By adding the women's voice to the community of men, we sought to
validate the women's role in the change of power, and demonstrate that their influence
should continue into the future.
Fine Tuning

The fourth week of rehearsals was spent in fine-tuning the instrumentation used for
the production. The prominence of primitive voice and instrumentation used by the
women required that primitive instrumentation be used throughout. Significant
references in the script call for warlike instruments to be heard offstage. We replaced
the calls for colours and flourishes with drums which we had chosen to correspond to
our primitive sound concept. Harbinger instruments and sennets were replaced with
the trumpeting, mellow, sound of the conch shell. The sound of thunder was made by
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a thunder sheet onstage in full view of the audience; it also became Macbeth's violent
tool to summon his servants in the last act.

Chaotic flute sound was added to the

music played by the women in the pow-wow scene, as was the whining, chaotic,
unmelodic and improvisational violin. Finally, one specific instrument was included for
the primary Weird Sister; the actress brought finger cymbals to a rehearsal, so we
included them as part o f her individual voice. Instrumentation was fine-tuned in the
fourth week of rehearsal.

Costume

The addition of a voluminous costume to the women's characterization caused
significant problems for their voices. Consisting of a tight, black, bodysuit and a large,
gray, skirt as underclothes, and including an outer garment, made of a large, gray or
black, roll o f cloth, the costume was wrapped and tucked around the body. With its
ability to hide almost all traces of human features, the cloth could be adjusted to cover
much of the face, disguising individuality. Unfortunately, the covering cloth also
covered the voice, and it made the projection of softer sounds much more difficult.
For example, the drone, the hum, and the whispers became almost inaudible in the final
rehearsals. Further rehearsal was required to train the actresses to project their
vocabulary of vocal communication, so that it reached beyond the confines of their
costume. In other words, vocal prominence became our foremost concern in the final
stages of rehearsal, and much work had to be accomplished in the areas of breath
control and sound release. Using traditional music training, I held sessions on breath
and diaphragm projection, and together with the actresses, we composed a set of vocal
warm-ups that included their vocabulaiy. The addition of a voluminous costume and
the resulting sound-projection exercises, composed a metamorphic image that made
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voice and body one entity; body and sound became indistinguishable from one
another.
Our central actress in the sister's society added several final surprises. First, she
brought her little pet snake one night, and showed us how well she could hide him in
her ample costume. She produced him perched on her arm just as the lights focused
on her. She also added a movement that enhanced her voice; she had been a former
belly-dancer and she showed us how the act of belly dancing would look inside her
costume. An almost inhuman movement and sound came forth; a rhythmic shaking of
body inside a volume of cloth was followed by the natural shaking of her voice as she
spoke. Because of it's uniqueness, her rhythmic movement/voice was given a solo
where the actress remained for a long time in a solo light, with her snake seemingly
dancing, rhythmically playing the finger cymbals, and vocalizing chaotically on an open
tone.
Pre-show Voice

The preshow sound was created on a stormy night. Using two musicians, the
instrumentation chosen was a combination of the vocabulary of voices that we had
developed. It included the droning sound, the use of fifths to suggest Eastern scales,
the placement of the flute melody, and an echo by a vocal singer. The accompanying
rhythm instruments were drums, bells, scraping metal, and rattles. Other vocal
vocabulary included bird calls, screams, drone, hum, audible whispers, inhaled hiss,
and exhaled hiss. In performance this music/sound/voice was placed at pre-show and
during the intermission. It may be found as an example of scoring techniques for this
kind of vocal treatment in Appendix HI.
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CHAPTER Vn

REACHING FORWARD

The search for Postmodern voice that is conducted in this research refers to the
vocal expression of something that is not logical. It focuses, instead, upon the human
expression of revelations that touch deeper chords of meaning than language can
propose to do. Reaching toward those goals requires human effort; Artaud's "martyr
signaling through the flames" brings images of a human in great distress, striving
without the understanding of language, to join in communication with another human.
Artaud's image is not a logical one. Instead, it aims at the deepest part of the human
condition and seeks to transmit an enlightening or astonishing assertion. It is
something other than language; it stands outside the confines of words; it includes
body and nature, and it requires that the spectator bring to it a state of profound
reverence. Revelation over reason; this is the search for the primitive singing voice.
Rooted in Modernism, it is measurable in scientific data, it can be expanded in
anthropology, it creates new languages, and it attempts to embrace the universalhuman. It carries the "primitive" label because it solicits a return to a pre-cultural
stage of message-transmission, and it is performed biologically rather than
technologically. It's closest relative is music.
For the theatrical practitioner interested in finding other projects that might be
enhanced by the primitive singing voice, several approaches to the subject might yield
results. The foundation laid by Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner, added to the
93
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primary research included in the case study, suggest a method for implementing the
primitive singing voice into other theatrical works. Although this research offers no
concrete answers, it does offer a number of possible approaches.
From the work of J e r^ Grotowski, the objective aspects of human performance
have been given a discipline. Although the scientific research is conducted in isolation
fi-om commercial production, many of Grotowski's discoveries might be used in actor
training. From the early days of his work with the Poor Theatre to the Objective
Theatre research done in Irvine, California, a series of actor-exercises might be
constructed. Beginning with the opening-up of the resonating cavities, the breathing
exercises, the movement/voice concept, and the via negativa or removal of the classic
mask, a performer might discover alternatives to a traditional style of voice.
Uncovering those primitive elements (which the reviewers first labeled as growling,
howling, and chanting) would lead a path to other sounds. Alternatives to traditional
voice would be the first step in recreating a Grotowskian discipline.
Another source of disciplined research attributed to Grotowski may be used in
approaching a methodology for the primitive singing voice. Specifically, the Motions
exercise, which was composed in conjunction with a cross-cultural group fi"om the
Theatre of Sources research, promises to confi-ont ritual, prayer, and meditation as a
neurological function of the brain. The Motions is one of Grotowski's key exercises in
the search for unlocking the primordial body/voice combination.
Furthermore, Grotowski's work may be linked with other scientific research. For
example, Richard Schechnefs 1991 book. The Future o f Ritual, lists other ethological
and neurological scientists who are working toward similar goals. Of supreme
interest to the search for a primitive singing methodology would be the work of
Félicitas D. Goodman, who is the founder of the Cuyamungue Institute in New
Mexico, and who has researched biological phenomenon like the "speaking in tongues"
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epiphany. Goodman's research connects body postures to states of trance, and she has
discovered that accompanying visions can be controlled by changing the body attitude.
Goodman used these trance postures to create a ritualistic dance in the primitive style
that represented universal themes, and her recipe for inducing primitive rituals is
defined in her article, "A Trance Dance with Masks: Research and Performance at the
Cuyamungue Institute" (102-104). Suggestively, Goodman's research with primitive
cultures in New Mexico would be an important component of a methodology to
develop the primitive singing voice.
Gathering further scientific evidence fi'om the study of the neurological and
instinctive behavior of animals would be part of the methodology to develop primitive
voice. Relating to primitive cultures, the primitive shaman who puts on the mask of an
animal becomes one with it's essence. The science of animal behavior would be an
additional source for primitive voice methodology.
Of course, fi-om the work of Richard Schechner a vast study of anthropology and
it's coordinating theories of performance would be another part of the methodology.
Schechner and his mentor, Victor Turner have written various books and articles that
address cultural rituals fi-om the Orient, the Near East, the Native American, the city
streets of every nation, and the great passion plays of India and the Occident.
Unmasking the religious, but not excluding the spiritual aspects of performance
theory, the vocal sounds fi'om other cultures add an alternative to traditional Western
voice.
Even so, fi-om the life-work of Peter Brook, cross-cultural research lends it's
homogenized or "universal" vocal style. Again focusing on the primitive or the
primordial man. Brook's research in the field with Conference o f Birds and The Ik
would add further dimension to vocal delivery.
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It is in the reaching outward for the unique sound of the human voice that all of
these men had made giant contributions to Post Modem Voice. Human sound,
nature's sound, animal sound, and cultural sound are the components of the primitive
voice developed by Grotowski, Schechner, and Brook.
But it is particularly with Peter Brook, however, that the singing voice takes
precedence among the other elements of primitive style. And, it is particularly that
singing voice which works in conjunction with the primary research done in the
Rainbow Company Production o f Macbeth. I would propose that the singing voice
and its connection to music is the best place to continue the search for the primitive
voice. The theatre arts often include music, but music should be more than just a
cormection to the theatre arts; in fact, music should be a major focus for the Post
Modem voice coach. As strange as it may seem, when I remember those confused
expressions on the faces of the women who were to be Weird Sisters, music stands out
as the most easily communicated methodology. Primitive voice contains ugly musical
elements—droning, chanting, growling, and screaming—and yet those elements also
contain pitch, tone, timbre, and rhythm. The methodology for transcription of those
elements already exists; they should be implemented in the study of primitive voice.
I am especially fascinated with Peter Brook's production of Corme/r-the way he
unmasked the high style of Western operatic tradition and returned it to it's more
primitive or simple style. By bringing the music down to a level which was more
realistic, less bombastic, he was returning opera to its sources, and allowing the
primitive singing voice to emerge. Naturally, then, it would follow that the singing
voice which Brook had already experimented with as far back as his work with

Midsummer Night's Dream would emerge füU-fbrce in The Mahabharata. Even the
extension of the singing voice to include instrumental voice in the later production.
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shows Brook's graduai assertion that the universal voice is connected to the singing
voice.
Although all three of the directors make connection to music. Brook's work
highlights it. The primitive singing voice is one of the hallmarks of his style, and it
should be included in any methodology for Post Modem vocal delivery.
Similarly, music allows a technique for sharing. The frustrating part of Grotowski's
research is that it cannot be easily shared. Not only is the work kept mostly secret, but
even when it is shared, it is spoken about in terms o f metaphor and images rather than
shared directly. Of course, an observer can imitate what he experiences, yet how
much more satisfying would the sharing process be, if the work could be transcribed.
The theatre arts have always crossed-over into the musical arts; why can't the primitive
voice be shared in musical transcription?
Cloaked in Artaud's metaphysics, the primitive voice has been hiding too long in
myth, mysticism, and unexplained phenomenon. While it remains "holy," spiritual,
religious, and soulful, and while it may most successfully be used in productions which
explore the unexplainable; still, the work of Grotowski, Brook, and Schechner have
exposed it in disciplined, scientific, and anthropological terms. The future of the
primitive singing voice is to further share it. A methodology for transcription is a
fundamental necessity still not fully accomplished.
In review, the development of a method for using the primitive singing voice
would include the body/voice exercises composed by Grotowski's research that
expands his career: from the early breathing and resonating exercises, to the Motions
exercises more recently developed. ITie second element of vocal discovery should
include the scientific research into biological and neurological functions of the human
brain and body, and the efrects of sound and movement on the human being (including
sources other than Grotowski). Thirdly, the anthropological alternative sounds and
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voices gathered from around the world by Brook and Schechner (including Victor
Turner and other performance theorists from around the world) should be in
attendance. And fourth, the application of music and its transcribing method would
allow the primitive singing voice to be shared.
That is not to say, however, that the creative power of the primitive singing voice
may be reached only with objective methodology and standard transcription. One
important element of the research done by the three directors remains obscure; finding
a new voice, a created voice, is not just a product of scientific discovery. Intuition and
emotion account for a great deal of the created voice. As Schechner and Brook have
demonstrated, a new voice emerges when the traditional is eliminated and the intuitive
is allowed to emerge. Emotion exercises are the best way to bring about this intuitive
side; imagination plays a large role in revelation. As Schechner concludes.
Human creativity still works this playfield betwixt and between the ethological,
the neurological, and the social. The future of ritual is the continued encounter
between imagination and memory translated into doable acts o f the body.
Ritual's conservativism may restrain humans enough to prevent our extinction,
while its magmatic creative core demands that human life - social, individual,
maybe even biological - keep c h a n ^ g {The Future o f Ritual, 263).

The primitive singing voice must be accompanied by emotion, intuition, dreams, and
imagination in order to bring forth creativity. Bringing back the mystical,
metaphysical, spiritual, soulful elements of human emotion is the crowning element in
the search for the primitive voice, and the reason that standard musical transcription is
lacking. In the same way that language does not reach far enough to incorporate the
primitive voice, so musical transcribing techniques caimot also reach the full measure
of the primitive singing emotion, intuition, dreams and imagination. Still, it may be
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used like a text; it would be a point of reference for the vocalist. The possibilities of
new voices that emerge from emotion and intuition should be expected.
Finding appropriate placement for the primitive singing voice may be accomplished
by reviewing the vocal work done by the three directors, and by including the vocal
work done in the case study. Toward this effort, a number of factors emerge that
might aid the vocal coach in finding suitable placing for the primitive singing voice.
The most obvious appointment, is in myth. Mythological figures aflBx to the
unexplainable, the mystical, the fantastical; myth is the place where impossible things
happen; myth is the stuff o f dreams and imagination. Looking at the work of Brook,
especially, myth is an appropriate placement for the primitive voice. From his early
productions. The Tempest and Midsummer Night’s Dream, through his work with The

Mahabharata, Peter Brook uses the primitive singing voice as an expression of myth.
The vocal expression of mythological characters and the performance of spiritual
legends which present the beliefs of a people in mythical terms; this would be an
obvious choice for the primitive voice.
Another placement for the primitive singing voice would be suitable for any
production involved in portraying a culture. Elements of ritual found in the work of
Richard Schechner and Victor Turner, along with a host of other performance
researchers, demonstrate that each individual culture carries a large number of
ritualistic behaviors, all of which have some connection to the primitive singing voice.
Therefore, any ritualistic elements within a text, be it something as simple as a Western
wedding ritual, or a rite of passage within our own culture; or whether it be something
more removed such as the representation of a tribal ritual, or a production of Noh
theatre from Eastern tradition; the primitive singing voice has a befitting part to play.
The reenactment of violence especially, according to Schechner, is ritualistic, as is
sexuality and even sporting events. Although cultures have different ways of
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expressing themselves, rites of passage, sexuality, and violence aU have a place in
ritual. In its therapeutic and theatrical benevolence "individual and collective anxieties
are relieved by rituals whose qualities of repetition, rhythmicity, exaggeration,
condensation, and simplification stimulate the brain into releasing endophins directly
into the bloodstream yielding ritual's second benefit, a relief fi'om pain, a surfeit of
pleasure" ( The Future o f Ritual, 233). From the perspective of a performance
theorist, the placement of the primitive singing voice might be used in any ritualistic
event—foreign cultures certainly—but our own culture has rituals too. Harkening back
to Artaud and his Theatre of Cruelty, theatre is society's means of provdding therapy
for itself; catharsis is healing; and the primitive singing voice is compelled by
neurological and cultural healing. Looking back at Scheduler’s production of

Makbeth, the reorganization of text, the rearrangement of the audience, the
simultaneous voices, the rhythm of verse, and the scoring of musicality in Lady
Macbeth's letter scene, all demonstrate ritual properties of the primitive voice. So, the
primitive singing voice has a place in the portrayal of ritual, whether it be based in an
outside culture, or within our own tradition.
Another placement for the primitive singing voice encloses particularly, the work of
Grotowski. A formative application for the primitive singing voice may be used to
compose a community or chorus. For example. The Poor Theatre productions cast a
community of actors: Akropolis was a production about a community of prisoners.

Apocalypse Cum Figuris was a community passion play, the paratheatrical projects
involved a community of chosen partidpants, and the Theatre of Sources worked with
a group of multicultural performers. Grotowski founded his work in communal rituals
and how they affect a larger sodety. In a similar way, the Ancient Greek playwrights
always involved a chorus in the action of the tragedies. The fimction of the chorus
was to provide rhythm, music, and spectacle, as well as to comment on the action, and
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furthermore, to symbolically experience the catharsis. Standing within the action, the
role of the chorus was to react as the audience should react, they modeled the desired
behavior. Grotowski's work with community parallels the function of the Greek
chorus.
In HasMacbeth case study, the primitive singing voice was expressed in the same
way. The Weird Sisters were portrayed as a chorus of women who provided music,
movement, and spectacle, but they also functioned as a Greek chorus in that they
represented the community around the primary action; they commented on the action,
they provided advice, they stood in symbolic place of th'‘ oectator, and they received
the model of catharsis. Working with the primitive voice, the Weird Sisters were an
obvious placement for the vocal elements of ritual: rhythm, tone, timbre, resonance,
instrumentation, and spiritual revelation.
In sum, the choral community prevalent in Grotowski's productions parallels the
choral aspects of

Macbeth case study. One approach to exposing the primitive

singing voice then, is to create a community of performers. In the process of
developing that community, a signature voice emerges that identifies itself in ritual.
Any production of chorus might be approached in this way.
Perhaps the most exciting avenue to satisfy the primitive singing voice would be in
creating scripts specifically meant to showcase it. Implementing the eight-octave ideal
from the Roy Hart Theatre, adding anthropological extracts fi'om other cultures, then
extending to produce unusual combinations that enlist musical and linguistic elements
would be the furthermost application of this study. If the Weird Sisters could
represent the metaphysical, the mystical, the negative; then angels could sound the
unexplainable positive. If the mythical Pan was performed with an extended vocal
range, like Enrique Pardo's 1982 solo performance, then how much more enlivened
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could Eros be portrayed? Creating new placement for the primitive singing voice, and
emphasizing its importance would be the most enticing application for the vocalist.
Finally, this methodology for uncovering and implementing the primitive
singing voice is only a rough drawing or outline. Each of the directors studied in this
research have granted their own signature to it, and ih&Macbeth case study
transcribes it. Still the primitive singing voice is difScult to define; it overlaps into the
definitions of ritual, universal, primordial, neurological, biolo^cal, anthropological,
and musical. It reaches outward in time fi'om Artaudian time, to Ancient time, to Post
Modem time, to Precultural time. It is sound, emotion, and language; it is body, soul,
and movement. The primitive singing voice, although it has been exposed scientifically
in Post-Modern study, still embodies the mystical, the metaphysical, and the
unexplainable. It is at the same time positive and negative, pretty and ugly, harmonic
and inharmonic. It is a characteristically human expression difBcult to clarify in
language. Even a methodology for implementing it escapes intellectual logic.
However, a path to finding the primitive singing voice is suggested by Grotowskian
discipline, Brookian universals. Scheduler's anthropology, and my musical
interpretation. Within the subtle sound of a baby's gurgle or the shreeking cadence of
a marching drill-instructor lies the inherent primitive singing voice. You must listen to
them, and you must listen to the sounds of nature-to the tumbling leaves in the wind,
to the bubble of a running brook, and to the silent roar of a cathedral rock. You must
search outward to foreign cultures, and you must seek the extreme interior of your
deepest soul. Finally, you must recognize the ugly and the beautiful sound of human
expression as music. This is the search for the primitive voice in Post-Modern times.
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Appendix I : Primitive Vocal Vocabulary
The foQowing vocabulary is meant for aleatoric performance. The aleatoric principle of
music indicates that the performers may exercise a certain randomness in the execution of
what is written in carefidfy’prescribed boundaries. Following precise instructions, the
aleatoric nature of performance also depends upon the eventual synchronization of all the
performers. The final result of this aleatoric principle is characterized by controlkd-butrandom vocal synchronization of the group.
Projected breathing: Inhale audibly/ exhale audibly

$
Tongue Click: voiceless release of pressure

Audible inhaled breath endh% with a tongue/lip clasp

JOL
th..

Voiceless whisper Unvoiced pronoimcement

Hiss: Noisy breath projected throt%h teeth

Murmur Soft intonation voiced as low as possible

6 -th-é-é#
manama mma

=â = r

#na

ma

n

= t= ig :

# # # #
mmm m n a
103
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Instnimentalratties: sustained and overlapping

$
Voice through instrumentation: violin screechh%

I______ L

Voice through instrumentation: violin cry or whine

$
Instrumental flute: chaotic and improvisational

10

$

11
Voiced humming: closed lips, resonates in mouth

12

Voiced Drone: open-mouthed resonating

$

13

Gutteral sounds: resonates in pelvis cavity

$

14

dub

a

dub
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Instrumental voice: fluted, muskal-motif

$

j_

$

- 3 ------- ¥ --------»

$
$

E
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L
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$

E

$
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14

$

©
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High Howling: resonates in upper head

$

3^

33

Hooting: Lips form "0" / pulsir% breath

$

34

oo

00

Hawking owl: lips 0 shape/ constricted throat

35

Attacking birds: Open mouth/constrkted throat

36

Birds in pain

Cooing-resonates in mouth/ form "O ' shape

40

Whispers of rodent creatures

$

_IA
_ <£i_
____

_«a_

41

Sucking sound/ teeth over lower lip

44
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Shoe-scrape

1

Noisv inhalation/ white noise: inverse of hiss

Triad of spoken voices: Spoken at approximate pitch

Duo of spoken voices: Spoken at approximate pitch

Wailina

-9

?

Drum

"X----------5T ---------- X
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Appendix II: Examples

Entrance
Drone on same pitch/ outcast pitches

$
57

a
^

+ rattles

Accompanying slow-motion cloudlike movement

All hail, Macbeth!

$

à

Î

Mac-

59

Echo whisper

$

SO

#

61

belh

doth

L&_

_6L

doth

Hail!

62

«T»
-

$

aa .
come

_<a_

belh

63 Ban

come

»
Hail!

Hail!

«X

X

-X31
»

—
quo

and

Mac

X
-

beth.

31

3 :

X

X
X

all

hail!
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The Letter Scene
Spoken in chant: Lady Macbeth and women

$

X
Come,

^

smoke

thick

of

&

X^
nght,

and

paU

that

hell.

X------ X— X---- X

X

my

thee

keen

in

knife

the

X-

dim - nest

see

not

the

-X wound

it

Nor

makes.

hea - vcn

peep

through

the

X—X-----X
^

blan - ket

of the

dark,

to

cry

Hold!'

Hold,

Apparition
Spoken in harmony: + rattles

ëd
10

Mac - beth

Mac - beth

S—

Mac - beth

Be - t)care Mac

k

§
f
duff.

Be

ware

the

thane

of

Fife

Dis - miss me

e -

$
17

nough
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Pow W ow Conclusion
Unison voices

31
Show his

eyes

and

j ZSSZ

grieve

his

heart

+ rattles

3:

3EE

+ thinnping sticks
3:

come

I
I X= X

sha- dows

-X —

I

I

L3 - K 3

so
de
add chaotic flute

suzsr:

13

part

add whinii% violin

5^ X X W
5

add thunder sheet
repeat to instant silence
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Sleepwalking Scene: Underscoring
Shoe scrape

3

Cue: "You mar all with this starting
Whispers of rodent creatures

-r_ : r r
— ‘-ssssj— —F
— a —

'W'

a:
II

[ 3 ..e i

- r

Cue: "Here's the smell of blood still"
Noisy inhalation

Cue: "What a s ^ is there
Voiced wailing

Drone

Cue: "Wash your hands"
Whispered

i

$

15-

W ash

your

hands
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^
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$

2:
Wash

Wash

hands

your

i£i -tSs- «a «a
19

To

To

bed

bed

To bed

bed

To

bed

L
23

- - - - - - - - - - - - - i- - - - - - - - - - - - -

To

!--------— u a — !----------- i !■

bed

To

To bed

jA_

-A uTAl

a

To bed

I

1^

ia _

«a. pg>' A A. A,

-lÛL.

To

your hands

K i

1 t 1 K i*

1

1

:--------bed

To bed
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A Cry of Women

$

4z±:

9

9

9

f

9

3:

#
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Appendix III: Pre-Show Excerpt Map
W olf howl

Elongated whisper

hiss birds-sucking WoIf cry hiss

Drone-ceDos

Musical Motif-cellos

rattles

drums-2-pitched medium/low

_______________ [ S

I K

y

p rx

i

x ~

x ~ ~ x :

“XT
high-wailing-voice
y
1
------ z _ _ ------- L:---------_ L _ ------------- :--------------------------~
@
r
~
-----:
------L J g l -----------------------------------Drone-2 octaves lower

J d d fluted musical motif-slow to half

if

2

intermit/rattles-

i f c i ------------- I I —
2

t y

rattles+scrape

add unison cello in bass to motif

-------- j------------------ -------------------

drums-rhythiiuc

drums-steady rhythm

drums-rhythmic

2
hawking owl voiced
^

Sung musical moth solo

J T
' -------- :--------- :-------- : ----------------- :-------- :----------^---------:------------------------------------------------------------------------!— — ------- : ---------------------------------------------------:--------^

Drone-fluted

----------- ;------ : ------ L:—

r # : ------------ ------ --------: —
3

Drone-1 octave lower

scrape, scrape

add drone cello----------------------

UJt------------------------------------- !------------------------------------------------------------------------------- z ------ z -------------------------------2

drums-rhythmic

drums

drums, rhythmic fast

r - « ! ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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elongated owl-1 octave higher
V

Musical motif-voice

■

: - ----------- -------------- —

--------------------------------V
^ add sustained flute
U ___________________________
______

■

add unison flute

Kcompanyii% flute hannony

Drone-cello

drone-2 octaves lower
small bells

cb
DroiK-ceDo
J

4

rattles

scrape+rattles

rhythmic repeat drum

drums-slow

- • K ------------------------------------slowed musical motif voice

fluted musical motif

add unison cello to motif
t

rattles+scrape

slow rhythmic drum
rattles-sustained

slow rhythmic drum

5

slow rhythmic drum

5

sustained voice-moving from pitch to pitch

voiced whisper-+ sucking soimd

very soit drone cello
scrape

I
g

slow rhythmic drum

rattle

drum

g
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Musical motif-slow low cello
rattles-scrape-rattles-scrape

drone 2 octaves low
rattles

slow rhythmic drum

7

sucking soimd
^

=

=

=

cooing
-

%
_ JU ---------------------------------------------------------— : — z ----------------------- — ---------^
harmonic 5th's + musical motif+cello
8
rattles
A

rattles
---------------------------------------------------- !-------------------------------------------------------------------U
1
= « a ---------------------------------------------------- —
8

fast rhythmic drums

-------------------------------------------------- 1
1

1

This chart shows a structural map of pre-show music. Total time:
15 minutes.
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